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ABSTRACT 

One can use unlicensed and often very inexpensive radios for unconventional 

communication (underwater- and underground) links.  However, one can go further, and use 

these radios as sensors rather than communication links.  Such communication links and sensors 

can have important application in hydroscience. While the attenuation of RF signals is high in 

these mediums, by using the wireless sensor network (WSN) paradigm of multi-hop and 

retransmission, reliable networks can be formed underwater and underground. One no longer 

needs to think of RF modules as only a source of data transmission.  This revelation lends itself 

to thinking of these modules as inexpensive RF wave generators at prescribed unlicensed 

frequencies.  Analyzing the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) of a link over time, one can 

infer changes in the medium from the changes in RSSI.  In this thesis, I develop a simple 

mathematical model to relate changes in RSSI to changes in the medium.  Additionally, five 

experimentally validated examples demonstrate the possibility of non-traditional uses for RF 

modules.  Demonstrated sensor possibilities include soil moisture estimation, leaf wetness 

measurement, and vegetation water content estimation.  This thesis served to validate the use of 

inexpensive unlicensed RF modules as more than just communication links through air, but as 

links in unconventional media, and more importantly as measurement instruments. 
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CHAPTER I 

PREVIEW OF THE THESIS 

The central assertion in this thesis is the following: one can use unlicensed and often very 

inexpensive radios for unconventional communication (underwater- and underground) links.  

However, one can go further, and use these radios as sensors rather than communication links.  

The communication links and sensors can have important application in hydroscience.  In this 

thesis, I validate this assertion by  

 Providing physics-based arguments for the proposed links and sensors 

 Providing a simple mathematical model that explains measured values 

 Showing that one can use the model to design links and sensors 

 Considering important engineering considerations (cost, robustness) and showing that the 

proposed links and sensors have advantages compared to some existing technologies 

 Providing five examples that I have validated experimentally, namely 

o Underwater communication links using industrial scientific medical (ISM) radios 

o Underground communication links using ISM radios 

o Soil moisture estimation using ISM radios 

o Vegetation water content using cell modems 

o Leaf wetness measurements using ISM radios 

Grounding 

 We begin with Maxwell’s equations, the keystones of electromagnetic theory. From there 

we derive the wave equation in a conductive medium.  I will proceed to show that the RF 

modules I use operate at frequencies where one can consider freshwater and some soils as 

dielectric media.  While the attenuation of RF signals is high in these mediums, by using wireless 

sensor network (WSN) paradigm of multi-hop and retransmission, reliable networks can be 

formed underwater and underground.  In this thesis, ―underwater‖ is taken to be in freshwater 

applications.   
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 I will also show that one no longer needs to think of RF modules as only a source of data 

transmission.  This revelation lends itself to thinking of these modules as inexpensive RF wave 

generators at prescribed unlicensed frequencies.  Analyzing the received signal strength indicator 

(RSSI) of a link over time, one can infer changes in the medium from the changes in RSSI.  I 

will show that a simple mathematical model can be used for the analysis and give five 

experimentally validated examples demonstrating the possibility of non-traditional uses for RF 

modules that are so prolific today.   

Simple Mathematical Model 

In this thesis I show that the following mathematic model  

   
   

    

   

where Pr is the received power, Po is the power transmitted, R is the distance between transmitter 

and receiver, n is the path loss exponent, and α is the attenuation constant is adequate to describe 

the links and sensors mentioned above.  For the experiments shown in this work, the distance 

between transmitter and receiver, R remained constant.  The transmited power of the module is 

known and the received power can be measured.  The value   depends on the environment: 

    in free space but it can take on different values in case of multipath.  Observed changes in 

RSSI are related to changes in the propagation medium which are quantified by α.  For example, 

in the soil moisture experiments (Chapter V), the distance R remains constant and α is a function 

of soil type and water contained within the soil.  The soil type between antennas remains 

constant between successive measurements.  Changes in observed signal strength can largely be 

attributed to changes in the amount of water contained in the soil. The permittivity of soil does 

change with soil temperature and be corrected for if soil temperature is known.   
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Designing Links and Sensors 

To design an underground link, one would need to estimate bounds or variance in alpha.  

This would then provide bounds on RSSI and would drive maximum separation distances of 

nodes.  Alternatively one could estimate link reliability for nodes that are separated by a specific 

distance for varying soil moisture conditions.  As a result, network throughput could be 

calculated for various network configurations.  These bounds would also dictate antenna 

placement when using the module as a sensor. 

Engineering Considerations 

In this thesis, I argue that the proposed links and sensors can have clear advantages when 

compared to standard methodologies.  Consider for example soil moisture measurement.  A very 

popular sensor is the so-called time domain reflectometry (TDR) probe.  Chapter V shows that it 

is possible to make soil moisture measurement using small, inexpensive, unlicensed radios.  The 

soil moisture measurements are along a line between two radios buried in the soil.  A change in 

soil moisture modulates the attenuation of the RF signals between the two radios and provides a 

distributed/integrated measurement of the soil moisture.  The experimental data collected using 

RSSI for soil moisture estimations was validated using the well known TDR sensors.  Since the 

TDR sensors only provide a point measurement several were used in validating the RF link 

measurements. 

Advantages of using RF links to measure soil moisture are that the soil is not disrupted 

where you want to make a measurement.  Many of the point source measuring techniques require 

burial in the soil to make a measurement, disrupting the very area around where you’re making 

the measurement possibly contaminating the data you are attempting to collect.  The major 

advantage of point measurements it that one knows exactly what is being measured.  The volume 

of the RF link distributed measurement may be largely unknown.  Another distinct advantage is 

that the RF links typically will be an easier installation. The radios are installed outside of the 

measurement area by driving small PVC pipes into the soil and lowering the antennas into the 
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soil.  Both ends are capped to prevent water from infiltrating the pipe.  The RSSI measurement 

provides a water content measurement over the entire link as opposed to the point measurement 

of the TDR probe.  This is a significant benefit because integrated measurements are less 

sensitive to a local anomaly in the soil.  The RSSI measurements on most RF modules are 

straightforward and quick to make and can be made with limited additional electronics.  The 

distributed measurement allows one to make measurements that would be very hard to make 

otherwise.  For example, it now could be possible to make measurements through root balls of 

trees by placing a ring of radios around the tree.  One exiting advantage is the following:  Since 

there is a communication link in place and power consumption is low, one could bury the sensors 

and keep them in an agricultural field over the course of a season.  With the presence of the RF 

link it is also possible to send diagnostic data on the health of the nodes.  This data could include 

battery voltage, link reliability and operating temperature.  It may even be possible to incorporate 

inductive coupling to remotely charge low batteries eliminating the need to dig up buried 

sensors.   

Some of my early research was in the development for monitoring soil moisture at The 

Iowa Validation Site near Ames, Iowa (Niemeier 2007).  That research was in the development 

of a network to collect soil moisture and soil temperature measurements at eleven locations 

throughout a 1 km
2
 field. Each location consisted of multiple point soil moisture and multiple 

point soil temperature measurements.  This experiment used TDR probes to obtain soil moisture 

measurements and a custom fabricated/calibrated temperature sensor to obtain soil temperature 

measurements.  One of the difficulties of this experiment was in removal of nearly 200 sensors 

from the field twice a year, once to plant the crop in the field in spring and once again to harvest 

the crop in fall.  From this experience of developing a real world network, I gained knowledge in 

the effects of environmental fouling of equipment, temperature effects of electronics and the 

difficulties in passing wires in a harsh environment.  One usually would not think of a corn or 

bean field in Iowa as a harsh environment.  Snow, rain, flooding, heat and wire chewing animals 

all add to the difficulties in maintaining a network.  A well designed RF network for monitoring 
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soil moisture could be designed to be completely self-contained with no external wiring, thus 

making environmental sealing simpler and more cost effective.  Also, if installed deep enough 

there would be no need to remove the equipment during crop harvest or planting, eliminating 

needless man hours and soil disruption during installation and removal of sensors.   

The cost of a pair of radios to create a single link, with antennas and additional 

electronics for measuring RSSI is equivalent to two TDR probes.  Both systems would require 

additional data loggers to record the measurements.  Disadvantages to RSSI measurements are 

that the technique depends on the soil type.  However, the same is true for conventional TDR 

probes, which require calibration to the soil to get a proper measurement.  In this work I show 

similar validation arguments for using the RF links in vegetation water content measurements 

and leaf wetness measurements along with using the modules in untraditional environments.   

Existing Research 

The following is a brief look at research by others in the area of using RF modules in 

hydroscience.  Following the trend of Moore’s law, radios have become smaller, faster and more 

power efficient.  Unlicensed radios, operating in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) 

bands are now ubiquitous due to their small size and inexpensive cost.  Short-range radio links 

are now found in most homes in devices such as Wii® (Nintendo 2010) game controllers.  The 

controller communicates wirelessly with the console via short-range Bluetooth radio (Bluetooth 

2010), with which it is possible to operate up to four controllers as far as 10 m (~30 ft) away 

from the console.  The popularity of such devices with the public has provided engineers with a 

plethora of radio modules to choose for design of wireless networks.  There are many advantages 

to wireless networks over a wired network. One large benefit is a reduction in the network cost 

due to interconnection devices using traditional copper wire. Also, wireless networks permit 

users to dynamically join and leave networks, forming ad hoc networks and creating a 

communication link for as long as necessary. 
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The scope of this document is to convince the reader that radios are useful for more than 

just conventional uses of transmitting data from source A to sink B through the typical medium 

of air.  The low cost of modules along with the use of wireless sensor networks (WSN) 

paradigm, make it attractive to use radios in unconventional manners.  My thesis is that one can 

and indeed should consider these low cost modules as more than communication devices.  

One should think of them as cost-effective source of electromagnetic (EM) waves at 

prescribed unlicensed frequencies.  By looking at changes in the transmission characteristics 

through a medium with time, one can infer changes in the medium.  This now leads to thinking 

of the radio module as a sensor rather than a communication link.  The data transmitted over the 

link may or may not even be relevant, since it is now the observed changes in the transmission 

that are of interest.  There are many potential advantages to this approach.  One example is the 

following.  Such measurements will provide a distributed measurement over the entire link, as 

opposed to point measurements made by a single sensor.  The distributed link measurement 

could help in the reduction of uncertainty found in-situ point measurements.  The scope of this 

document looks at possible ways to use of off-the-shelf radios in new, unconventional manners. 

In this thesis, I explore two ideas.  The first of these are that one can use radios to 

transmit data in unconventional settings such as underwater and underground.  The second idea 

is that one can use changes in received signal strength to infer changes in the attenuation of the 

medium between the transmitter and the receiver.  One can in turn use this to infer changes about 

in the intervening medium.   

Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks 

A survey of the literature reveals that some of the previously mentioned ideas, while not 

mainstream, have been around for many years. There are well-developed theories and 

methodologies in place.  An example here is underwater communication in the sea.  The 

motivation for undersea communication comes from the military and the need for 

communication with submarines (Turner 1959, Chesnoy 1996). This communication may consist 
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of ultrasonic, infrared radiation (IR) and radio frequency (RF).  Of these, ultra-sonic has proven 

to be a reliable, long range form of underwater communication, although its robustness in deep 

sea communication doesn’t lend itself to large scale, low power wireless sensor networks. 

Heidemann et al. (2006) considers the difficulties in constructing an underwater sensor networks 

and states first, radio is not suitable for underwater usage because of extremely limited 

propagation and states current mote radios transmit 50–100 cm.  There are several sections 

related to RF transmission in water in this thesis that prove differently.  While acoustic telemetry 

is a promising form of underwater communication, off-the-shelf acoustic modems are not 

suitable for underwater sensor-nets with hundreds of nodes: their power draws, ranges, and price 

points are all designed for sparse, long-range, expensive systems rather than small, dense, and 

economical sensor-nets.  Second, the shift from RF to acoustics changes the physics of 

communication from the speed of light in a vacuum (3×10
8
 m/s) to the speed of sound in water 

(around 1.5×10
3
 m/s) a difference of five orders of magnitude.  While propagation delay is 

negligible for short-range RF, it is a central fact of underwater acoustic networks.  Kong et al. 

2005 considers the challenges in overcoming the limited bandwidth of ultrasonic 

communications created from the slow propagation velocity of sound in water.  

Like RF, IR communication suffers from high signal attenuation in water, but benefits 

from high bandwidth, lower power, smaller size, and long life. Anguita et al. 2009 discuss how 

available radio modules such as Bluetooth or Wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11), which operate in the 

gigahertz range (around 2.4 GHz), cannot be used underwater but IR may be applicable for short 

range communication.  Anguita et al. 2009 showed in experimental tests, the best IR wavelength 

is around 420 nm (blue-violet wavelengths) and that this value changes in the presence of 

turbidity.  During preliminary test, a transmission at a distance of 1.8 m was achieved at 100 

Kbit/sec, with a light impulse of 5 ms; the increase of the distance between the LED and the 

photodiode in the tank causes an increase in the bit error rate and the impossibility to have a 

connection beyond 1.8 m.  I investigated a similar technique, using IR LEDs to measure water 

turbidity on floating data loggers with RF links (Davies et al. 2008).  Meihong et al. 2009 looks 
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at various modulation techniques in underwater IR communication.  Through modeling and 

simulation, it was demonstrated that pulse position modulation (PPM) is better suited for low 

powered undersea systems and phase shift keying (PSK) yields the best performance in terms of 

bandwidth and error performance with poor power efficiency.  The simulation results showed 

that red light has better transmission characteristics in waters with higher chlorophyll 

concentration.   

A common mantra in underwater communication papers is how RF is not applicable in 

underwater communication (Anguita et al. 2009, Meihong et al. 2009, Heidemann et al. 2006).  

While RF is not well suited for underwater communication, there are several advantages of 

underwater RF communication.  RF waves can cross the air to water interface and is discussed in 

Chapter II.  RF signals are tolerant of water turbulence, as opposed to acoustic and optical 

signals.  RF is not as susceptible to environmental fouling and can work in stained water 

conditions, which limits optical.  Like optical, RF provides an increased bandwidth range over 

acoustical waves.  Hybrid networks that use both acoustic and RF communication have been 

proposed.  TurtleNet is a design proposed in Ali et al. 2008, and uses both acoustic and RF 

communication to route data.  In that design, nodes would use acoustic waves for long range 

underwater communication and a piston would then raise the node out of the water to then route 

data wirelessly through the air.  

By far, the most common approaches for underwater communication is to use low 

frequencies in the range of 80 Hz, and very high power (Moore 1967).  The aim is to establish 

long-range communication: several hundred miles.  The interest in undersea communication has 

led to a fair amount of research on the conductivity of seawater and antenna designs for undersea 

communication (Rivera 2001). 

In recent years, there has been some interest in the propagation of EM waves at high 

frequencies.  For example, Al-Shamma’a et al., 2004 explored the propagation of EM waves in 

seawater in the range of 100 kHz to 20 MHz.  They performed a number of laboratory 

experiments in tanks filled with saline solution.  They tested several antennas including a loop 
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and a dipole antenna.  They reported signal attenuations that range between 55 dB/m and 

80 dB/m.  For conventional radio links, such attenuation would be intolerable.  However, in 

recent years the concept of underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSNs) has emerged.  In 

Well et al. 2009 link reliability is simulated for RF communication in seawater at a carrier 

frequency of 3 kHz.  They investigated link reliability for five different possible node topologies.  

These nodes are to eventually be placed on the sea floor to monitor coastal erosion beneath the 

sea surface.  In the WSN paradigm, a communication network consists of multiple small, 

inexpensive, and low power nodes that cooperate in sensing their environment and deliver data.  

With this view, an attenuation of 50 dB/m, while large, will still allow reliable communication 

over 2 m with many off-the-shelf radios on the market.  Zang et al. 2004, describes the design 

and construction of an underwater sensor actuator network to detect extreme temperature 

gradients,  motivated by the fact that regions of sharp temperature change (thermoclines) are a 

breeding ground for certain marine microorganisms.  Four sensors were equipped with 

temperature probes and 433-MHz radios with resulting transmission distances limited to 30 cm.  

The system was tested and could reliable detect a thermocline in a tank filled with saline 

solution.  

While the majority of the work has been dedicated toward communication in sea water 

some work has looked at fresh water communication.  Hafez et al. 1979 looked at RF attenuation 

between 33 and 363 MHz.  Their findings indicated that attenuation around 100 MHz is 

dominated by conductivity and is relatively independent of frequency below 100 MHz, while 

increasing the frequency above 100 MHz results in a rapid increase in attenuation.  For water 

conductivity of 0.01 S/m, the attenuation rate at 100 MHz is surprisingly low (2.5 dB/m) and 

near 10 dB/m at 300 MHz.  Along this same lines Lindsay et al. 1977, used 164 MHz RF 

modules for tracking spawning fish.  At that time, the FCC had allocated that frequency for 

wildlife telemetry tracking.  RF modules with half-wave dipole antenna were attached to the fish.  

The antenna length was corrected for use in water since the effective length is 1/9 the length in 

free-space.  In 2004 the FCC allocated frequency bands 40.66–40.70 MHz and 216–220 MHz to 
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be used for the tracking of, and the telemetry of scientific data from, ocean buoys and animal 

wildlife (BIRDNET 2010).  Sitter et al. 2009 and Hunt et al. 2010 describe work that I have been 

involved with in designing underwater wireless sensor networks using RF communication for 

bio-sensing communication.  This application and development of this work is described in detail 

later in this document.  

Underground Wireless Sensor Networks 

Setting WSNs aside for a moment, there are several telemetry applications that will 

operate under a 50 dB/m constraint.  An excellent example is the work done in the development 

of the Soil Scout (Tiusanen 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009) for monitoring soil moisture.  The Soil 

Scout is a small wireless sensor that operates at 869 MHz, which is a European license free band.  

Data collected by the Soil Scout sensors are transmitted to an above ground base station.  The 

sensors are buried below the soil surface at depths up to 40 cm for sensors close to the base 

station and shallower depths for more remote sensors.  Soil Scouts are 42 × 90 mm digital 

instruments equipped with an innovative underground single-ended monopole antenna 

(USEMA) on the printed circuit board.  Data consists of soil moisture and soil temperature 

measurements transmitted every 10 minutes over a five month period in real conditions.  Sensors 

were deployed in an oat field before planting crops and left in the field during harvest.   

Current work from this group is in a signal attenuation model to predict long periods of 

lost signals when soil moisture and on-soil vegetation conditions change.  The model includes 

three attenuating mechanisms: (1) dielectric loss in soil; (2) reflection from the surface; and (3) 

angular defocusing of the intensity due to refraction.  The most significant model input 

parameters are frequency, out-coming angle, and both real and imaginary soil permittivity, which 

are both dependent on frequency, moisture and soil texture.  Further work will focus on 

increasing transmission power and improving knowledge of the effect of vegetation.  Difficulties 

encountered consist of development of an antenna that will operate efficiently as the soil 
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conditions change with water content and sealing of the sensor.  A significant number of sensors 

didn’t survive the experiment due to improper sealing.  

The attenuation of RF communications in of underground sensors will have to take into 

consideration the changes in soil water content.  Peplinski et al. 1995, Hipp 1974 and Curtis 

2001 all look at the affects of soil electromagnetic parameters as a function of frequency.  The 

real part of the complex dielectric constant and the normalized phase velocity are both very 

strong functions of volumetric moisture.  While there is a strong relationship between 

permittivity and moisture content, there is no simple relationship between moisture content and 

power attenuation.   

There are other factors involved in the loss parameters besides just the amount of water in 

the sample.  Soil type and non-soil contents, such as salts, may have an effect on soil 

conductivity.  There is a group of sensors which use a technique called time domain 

reflectometry (TDR) that use this strong dependence of dielectric permittivity on the volumetric 

moisture of a sample soil.  Campbell Scientific’s CS616 is one such probe (CS616 2010).  The 

operation of the CS616 is described in later chapters.  

In the study of soil moisture, there are several advantages to completely wireless nodes 

(Niemeier et al. 2008), as opposed to wired sensor stations (Niemeier et al. 2006).  There are 

several problems created in wired networks in an agricultural setting.  During periods of field 

work, such as cultivating, planting and harvest, all instruments above ground need to be removed 

from the field.  In Niemeier et al. 2008, I explored the possibility of using 100 mW RF links 

underground, at common off-the-shelf frequencies of 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz.  That experiment is 

covered in detail later in this document.  It was found that reliable underground links could be 

obtained at distances of up to three meters for sensor buried at depths of one meter for the 

900 MHz link and links of less than a meter at 2.4 GHz.  The link reliability was found to be 

dependent on soil moisture content.  For the standard soil moisture sensor deployment used in 

Niemeier et al. 2006, the distances achieved using the 900 MHz radio would be more than 

adequate.  Stuntebeck et al. 2006 also looked at the possibility of using telemetry based 
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communication from below ground sensors to above ground base station.  They used the 

Crossbow MicaZ mote that is operated at 2.4 GHz in moderately wet clay soil.  Wet clay soils 

produce the most attenuation of an electromagnetic wave, while dry sandy soils produce the 

least.  Transmitters were buried in the ground while receivers were located above ground.  

Reliable communication between an underground and a surface node was only achievable over a 

range of 7 m, even with the underground node placed at a relatively shallow depth of 6 cm.  It 

was concluded that 2.4 GHz radios were not appropriate for underground sensor networks.     

Another application of underground telemetry is seen in Trinchero et al. 2009.  Here 

underground RF communication at 750 MHz was used in measuring water pressure and tracking 

water conduit underground at depths of 5 to 250 cm.  The electronics equipment with a pressure 

transducer and RF module were sealed and placed in plastic pipes located underground.  Reliable 

communication was observed in water pipes of 20 cm in diameter at a depth of 250 cm below the 

earth’s surface.  A detailed investigation into underground wireless sensor networks is provided 

in Akyildiz et al. 2006.  They explore the challenges of designing underground wireless 

networks.  This investigation includes a look at applications, power consumption considerations, 

selection of node placement, node size and frequency.  They also talk about effects of soil 

properties such as water content, particle size, density, and temperature on the underground 

channel.  

There is an interest in underground RF sensor networks for applications in the mining 

industry.  Most of these applications are either for long range at frequencies of a few hertz 

(Stolarczyk et al. 1991) or for dense networks that transmit through air links in the tunnels 

(Wang et al. 2009).  These systems were devised for tracking miner locations within the mine. 

Inexpensive RF Modules as Sensors 

There has been a significant amount of work done in modeling of the attenuation of 

signals in the ISM band (Richter et al. 2003, Hashim et al. 2006 and Dal Bello et al. 1998) from 

the effects of vegetation.  Movement of vegetation structures introduces an adverse environment 
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for high frequency radio wave propagation.  Particularly when the prevailing weather conditions 

are windy, the movement of this vegetation is observed to cause severe fading in RF channels.  

These effects are a function of leaf size verses wavelength.  As the wind increases the scatter in 

signal strength also increases.  While attenuation of signal strength due to vegetation is 

considered an annoyance in most RF communications there are applications where the 

attenuation is a useful measurement. 

With respect to using changes in RSSI to infer changes in the medium, there is much less 

in the literature.  However, preliminary results from several experiments (Hunt et al. 2008, and J. 

Giacomin et al. 2007), suggest that one may be able to quantify plant moisture content and dew 

on plants.  In Hunt et al. in press, my involvement was to assist in the investigation of the 

relationship between cellular communication attenuation and corn plant water content.  Seven 

nodes containing cell modems were used to transmit data collected from rain gauge platforms.  

Three of these nodes were located on the edge of the corn field with a clear view of the cell 

tower and four nodes were located within the corn field.  The RSSI was observed over the entire 

life cycle of the corn plants for nodes located in a corn field located near Ames, Iowa.  RSSI 

decreased as the corn plants grew to heights well above the antennas for nodes located in the 

field.  As the plants begin to senesce the signal strength became stronger for nodes located in a 

corn field.  A daily cycle was also observed in the collected data which would lead to the 

implementation of an experiment to investigate the relationship of dew on the corn plants with 

respect to signal strength (Niemeier et al. 2009).  Both experiments are examined later in this 

document. Giacomin et al. 2007, also investigates the attenuation of RF signals through corn.  

The experiment used 1 mW radios at 916-MHz in a corn field located in Brazil to measure corn 

plant water content.  The sensor nodes were at 1.5 m high and at 10 m distant from each other.  

All the antennas were at vertical position.  In each sequence, 100 RSSI measurements were taken 

for each sensor node pair.  The experiment demonstrated that changes in plant water content 

(gravimetric moisture) forces a proportional changing in microwave power loss.  In effect, as 
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gravimetric moisture decreased from 80% to 60%, the power loss decreased from 65.4 dB to 

61.8 dB.   

The importance of these works is for scientists who are interested in validating remotely-

sensed soil moisture estimates. Hornbuckle and England (2003) asks the question ―Dew: 

invisible at 1.4 GHz?‖  This paper concluded that observations and modeling results support the 

hypothesis that water on the canopy in the form of dew did effect the brightness measurements at 

1.4 GHz.  Dew had the net effect of decreasing the measured brightness for both antenna 

polarizations. The offset of the measurement created by dew may lead to error in satellite 

remotely sensed soil moisture estimations.  Two examples are the Soil Moisture and Ocean 

Salinity (SMOS) mission of the European Space Agency (SMOS 2010) and the upcoming Soil 

Moisture Active and Passive (SMAP) mission of the National Aeronautics and Space Agency 

(SMAP 2010), which use terrestrial microwave emissions to monitor soil moisture. The effect of 

dew on 2.4 GHz links (Niemeier et al. 2009) is considered later in this document. 

Others have looked at the use of cellular network signal strength for monitoring near 

surface water vapor (David et al. 2007) and in rainfall estimation (Leijnse et al. 2007, Messer 

2006, Messer 2007, Messer et al. 2008). For all these studies cellular communication links are at 

frequency ranges of 17 GHz to 38 GHz. David et al. 2007 compared inter-daily variations in the 

absolute moisture which were calculated from RSSI data obtained from the 22 GHz wireless 

communication network, as compared to in-situ measurements, over a month in Israel.  The 

results show a very good match between in-situ measurements and the proposed method, the 

correlation coefficient between the time series in the two presented cases were 0.9 and 0.82.  In 

typical conditions of 1,013 hPa pressure, temperature of 15 C and water vapor density of 7.5 

g/m
3
, the attenuation caused to a microwave beam interacting with the water vapor molecules at 

a frequency of 22 GHz is roughly around 0.2 dB/km. 

Leijnse et al. 2007 analyze data collected using two 38 GHz commercial cellular links 

during eight rainfall events over a 2 month period during the fall of 2003 in the Netherlands.  

Comparisons of these cellular rainfall intensities estimations to those measured by a nearby rain 
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gauge and by two C band weather radars have yielded promising results.  A statistical analysis 

shows that in relatively uniform rain, the links compare better to the gauge, whereas in variable 

rain the comparison between the links and the radar is better.  Cellular signal attenuation due to 

rain at frequency in the range of 17 GHz to 23 GHz was explored in Messer 2006, Messer 2007 

and Messer et al. 2008.  It was stated that cellular radio links for mobile operation at frequencies 

of 1 to 2 GHz are weakly sensitive to rainfall.  The test network consisted of 22 fixed line-of-

sight microwave links and six high resolution rain gauges deployed in an area of 15 km
2
 in 

Israel.  A correlation coefficient of 0.8 was observed when comparing cellular estimated rainfall 

with rain gauge measurements.  It was noted in these papers that before signals measured by 

cellular communication links can be used to estimate rainfall operationally, several 

improvements need to be implemented.  The reference signal level needs to be known, so that the 

attenuation can be determined from the deviation of the signal from this level.  The very coarse 

power resolution of the signals that have been used in these papers may cause large rounding 

errors, especially in long and low-intensity events.  Sampling errors in events that are highly 

variable in time can easily be overcome by increasing the temporal sampling rate of the links.  

Finally, the antennas either need to be calibrated for wet antenna attenuation or they need to be 

shielded from rain. 

Finally, distance measurement using phase measurements (Wei Zhou et al. 2007) using 

ultrasonic waves (Gueuning et al. 1996), optical wave lengths (Perchet et al. 1997) and RF 

(Belostotski et al. 2001) is not a new idea.  Chapter IX of this document looks at an application 

of this technique at RF for water stage measurement (Kruger et al. 2009). 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND 

Electrical Properties and Water and Soil 

The work in this thesis is predicated on radio wave propagation through soil and water.  

Thus, it is appropriate to consider properties of these media at the ISM and cellular 

communication frequencies.  In this section, I pull together relevant equations, facts, and 

derivations from standard electromagnetic text. 

Pure water is a very poor conductor.  However, water disassociates readily, and the ions 

carry charge.  Textbooks normally list the conductivity of freshwater as (nominally) 0.005–0.05 

S/m and that of seawater as 4 S/m.  We measured (see section Fresh Water Conductivity 

Measurements) the DC conductivity of Iowa City tap water to be about 0.03 S/m and that of the 

Iowa River at the Burlington Street bridge as about 0.05 S/m.  Rain, runoff, and so on will 

modulate the conductivity, but we were surprised how little the conductivity of the Iowa River 

changed over a season (see Figure 13).  Water is non-magnetic so one can take the magnetic 

permeability as that of vacuum.  In vacuum, radio waves are not attenuated, except for purely 

geometric weakening as wave spread out from a source.  For example, the received power from a 

point source is inversely proportional to the square of the distance         , where    is the 

received power,    is the transmitted power, and   is the distance between transmitter and 

receiver.    

Water and soil attenuate radio waves.  Attenuation can be through pure conduction (i.e., 

ohmic losses) resulting from the medium’s finite conductivity.  However, even a dielectric with 

zero conductivity can exhibit dielectric hysteresis, which leads to losses.  Consider a dielectric, 

non-magnetic material, composed of polar molecules.  An example is distilled water.  Initially 

the polar water molecules are randomly oriented.  When one applies an external electric field, the 

polar molecules orient themselves in the field.  As one increases the electric field, the orientation 

or polarization of the molecules increases, but at high electric fields, an additional increase does 
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not result in more polarization.   The path oa in Figure 1 (top left plot) indicates this.  Now, if 

one reduces the electric field, the molecules retain some of their polarization, and when the 

external field is zero, there is some residue of polarization left as is indicated by the path ab in 

Figure 1 (top right plot).  When one now reverses the electric field, it must perform work to 

remove this residual polarization. Then the electric field will polarize the water molecules in the 

other direction.  The path bcd in Figure 1 (bottom left plot) indicates this.  Finally, the path 

defa in Figure 1 (bottom right plot) shows how the polarization of the water molecules 

change as the field is reversed again. 

The enclosed area represents the work the external electric field performs as it reorients 

the molecules over one cycle.  The work the electric field performs manifests as a conversion to 

heat.  A dielectric material with a larger hysteresis area will result in more heat generation, and 

will attenuate radio wave more than those materials with smaller hysteresis area.    

Another view is the following. Water molecules are polar that tend to rotate in the 

presence of an alternating electric field.  There is a phase delay between the application of an 

electric field and the response of water molecules.  As the molecules collide, they incur energy 

loss.  One models the phase delay by adding an imaginary part to the dielectric permittivity.  

Proper choice of the imaginary part’s sign captures the energy loss.  

The relative permittivity    of water is (nominally) 80 at DC.  At higher frequencies, the 

relative permittivity is complex, expressed as         .  The imaginary part, associated with 

the dielectric hysteresis, is small, but result in additional loss, which quickly increases with 

frequency.  It turns out that the frequency of the radio wave plays a crucial role in determining 

what losses dominate.  Below some transition frequency, conduction losses dominate, and above 

this frequency, dielectric hysteresis losses dominate.  The following table summarizes the 

electrical properties of freshwater at ISM frequencies.   
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Figure 1  Dielectric hysteresis.  The top left plots shows the polarization of an initially 
unpolarized dielectric material as a function of an external electric field. The top right 
plot shows the polarization when the electric field is reduced.   At point b, even with 
no external electric field, there is still some residual polarization.  To remove this 
(point c), the electric field must perform work.   The bottom right plot shows the 
situation when the polarization has been reversed.  The lower right plot shows the 
complete hysteresis cycle.  The enclosed area determines the hysteresis losses over 
one cycle. 
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Table 1 Measured relative dielectric permittivity of freshwater at       

Frequency (Hz) Real part of εr Imaginary Part of εr 

100 MHz 80.22 0.445 

200 MHz 80.21 0.889 

300 MHz 80.2 1.333 

315 MHz 80.19 1.400 

400 MHz 80.18 1.777 

433 MHz 80.17 1.924 

500 MHz 80.15 2.221 

900 MHz 80.01 3.990 

1 GHz 79.96 4.430 

2.4 GHz 78.72 10.46 

25 GHz 28.89 34.54 

100 GHz 7.675 12.7 

200 GHz 5.733 7.01 

Table 1 shows the measured    for water at several frequencies (Meissner and Wentz 

2004).  Dielectric hysteresis, represented with a complex dielectric permittivity, can have a 

significant effect on the attenuation  .   

Electromagnetic Wave Equation in Lossy and Conductive Media 

Undergraduate texts in electromagnetic theory normally treat wave propagation in loss-

less, charge-free media.  Propagation in good conductors (metals) is explained in terms of the so-

called skin-depths, and students are left with the impression that radio waves do not penetrate 

conductors, so that radio communication in conductive media is not feasible.  These texts may 
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have sections on propagation in lossy dielectric, but instructors will often skip these sections.  

Below we briefly derive the wave equation in a conductive, dielectric medium (fresh water), and 

draw some important conclusions. 

Consider Maxwell’s curl equation 

      
  

  
 

where   is the magnetic field (      ,   is the current density (       and    is the electric flux 

density (      .       and   are vector quantities.  The conductivity    (       relates the 

current density to the electric field   (V     , through  

     

This equation is the generalized form of Ohm’s law.  Combining these equations result in. 

       
  

  
 

Consider a linearly polarized wave traveling in the   direction with the electric field in 

the   direction.  The vector curl equation above then reduces to the scalar equation 

 
   

  
      

   
  

 

Here   is the dielectric permittivity (        of the material.   

Next, consider Maxwell’s other curl equation 

      
  

  
 

where   is the magnetic permeability (     ) .  For a linearly polarized wave traveling in the   

direction with the electric field in the   direction, vector curl equation above then reduces to the 

scalar equation 
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Expressing the wave in phasor form       
   , and substituting in the scalar equations 

for the wave gives 

   

  
            

   
  

        

Here   is the radian frequency of the wave.  Differentiating the second equation with 

respect to    and substituting        into the first equation gives 

    
   

                    

This is the wave equation for a linearly-polarized (electric field in the   direction) in a 

conducting medium, and   is the wave number or propagation constant.  The wave is traveling 

in the   direction.  If the conductivity   is finite, the wave will experience attenuation.  In 

general, the medium may also have dielectric- and magnetic hysteresis so that   and μ are 

complex: 

                                   

The imaginary parts of these quantities, when multiplied by   in the various expressions, 

become negative real terms and becomes attenuation terms.  In most materials (certainly in water 

and in soil)      , and                         

A solution to the wave equation, namely 

    
   

                   

is given by 
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One can easily verify this by substituting into the wave equation.  The wave number   

has a real and an imaginary part, since  

             

                   

Let       , then a solution to the wave equation is 

      
         

This shows that   is associated with the attenuation of the wave as it propagates in the   

direction through the medium and   is associated with the phase of the wave.  The attenuation is 

measured in nepers per meter.  If     the amplitude of the wave will decrease to          

of its original value after 1 m. 

             

Using              and a nominal value of       at 433 MHz gives 

                   

This corresponds to an attenuation of about 1 Np/m.  However, using the measured value, 

namely                  at 433 MHz gives 

                    

This corresponds to an attenuation of 2.03 Np/m at 433 MHz.  This shows that seemingly 

small imaginary part of the dielectric constant dramatically affects the attenuation.  

Attenuation, Units, Power Measurement 

The real part     of the propagation constant (   is the attenuation constant measured in 

Neper/m.  However, one will often encounter attenuation values specified in decibel/m.  The 

conversion between Neper/m and decibel/m is a source of confusion.  Further, the RSSI values 
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the radios that are the topic of this thesis, are values of received power.  The purpose of this 

section is to clarify some of the confusion.  

By definition, decibel is 10 times the logarithm of the ratio of two powers.  Thus, the 

ratio of two powers    and   , expressed in decibel is 

                                 
  
  

 

In electrical circuits, one will often measure voltages rather than powers.  For example, 

consider an amplifier with input resistance    and output resistance   .  One will then measure 

the input voltage    and output voltage    and determine the gain 

                    
  
  
           

  
    

  
    

            
  
 

  
 

  
  
  

If (and only if)       then  

                     
  
 

  
             

  
  
  

Thus, when dealing with voltages, the multiplier ―20‖ is used instead of ―10‖, but this only 

applies if the resistances/impedances are equal. 

Thus far, we considered the electric field or the radio wave, and the attenuation   relates 

to the attenuation of the electric field:   

      
         

However, one can derive an equivalent expression for the magnetic field  

      
         

The power follows from the Pointing theorem (from Krauss and Felisch 1999): 

       
  

where   
  denotes the complex conjugate.  This shows that the power decays as 
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The power attenuation expressed in decibel/m follows from 

                      
      

  
           

   
   

  
                  

Thus, to convert between attenuation in Neper/m (defined for either the electric and 

magnetic component of the radio wave) to the power attenuation in dB/m (what one will measure 

with a radio’s RSSI), use 

                       

Characteristic Impedance 

The characteristic impedance    of a medium related the ratio of the electric– to 

magnetic fields of a radio wave in the medium.  One can easily show that 

   
   

     
 

In freshwater one would use the general (complex) expression for    and use     .   

The characteristic impedance of freshwater at 433 MHz,                 , and assuming 

              

                    

The characteristic impedance of air (     

      
   

     
  

  
    

  
  
  

 
       

          
       

Dielectrics, Conductors and Quasi Conductors 

Consider the propagation constant 
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As noted above,   is in general complex, but for simplicity it is not explicitly shown here.  

One may define three conditions, shown below in Table 2. 

Table 2  Conditions for defining the state a medium 

Condition 1      
 

  
 

 

   
 Dielectric 

Condition 2      
 

  
     Conductor 

Condition 3       
 

   
 

 

  
     Quasi conductor 

Condition 1 corresponds to the case where the material behaves primarily as a dielectric.  

The material’s finite conductivity and the possibly complex dielectric constant result in losses or 

attenuation of radio waves that propagate through the medium. 

Condition 2 corresponds to the case where the material behaves primarily as a conductor.  

Dielectric hysteresis losses may be present, but these are much smaller than conduction losses.  

Since     , the propagation constant becomes 

        

        
   

 
 

Recalling that       , we get 

   
   

 
                    

   

 
          

Condition 3 corresponds to the case where conduction- and hysteresis losses are the 

same order of magnitude.  The material is a quasi conductor/dielectric.  
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Figure 2  Ratio of         for some common media, including freshwater and soil, which are of 
interest in this thesis.  The figure also shows the range of ISM and cellular 
communication frequencies. (from Krauss and Felisch 1999).  An important 
conclusion from the figure is that one can consider freshwater and soil as lossy 
dielectrics at these frequencies. 

Clearly, the frequency determines whether a material satisfies which condition.  A 

material that behaves as a dielectric at one frequency may be a conductor at another frequency.  

An interesting way to present the interplay between     and   is to plot        in a log-log 

fashion (Krauss and Felisch 1999) as seen in Figure 2. 

From the figures it is clear that one should consider water and soil as (albeit lossy) 

dielectrics at the frequencies of interest in this thesis.   This has important implication for the 

work presented in this thesis.  These are 

1. One can treat radio propagation as electromagnetic propagation in a lossy dielectric.  This 

means that one’s intuition and knowledge about radio wave propagation in air largely 
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applies.  For example, with simple conceptual models one can estimate refraction losses 

from a transmitter on a riverbank to a receiver underwater. 

2. One can largely ignore direct conduction between transmitters and receivers.  Thus, for 

example, from a radio wave propagation perspective, it is not crucial if the antennas are 

bare wire or insulated. 

3. A straightforward mathematical model is adequate to describe the power of a radio wave 

as it propagates through the medium.  Specifically 

   
   

    

  
 

Here,    and    are the received and transmitted powers,   is the separation between the 

transmitter and receiver,   is a path attenuation constant, and   is the attenuation constant 

of for the medium.   

Calculated values for both attenuation and intrinsic impedance for water at the ISM 

frequencies used in the thesis are given in Table 3. The values were calculated using the 

equations derived in this text assuming                 

Table 3  Attenuation for some selected frequencies assuming             . 

Frequency Attenuation (dB/m) Intrinsic Impedance Ω 

315 MHz 13.6   42.0 +  j1.1 

433 MHz 17.6 42.1 +  j1.1 

900 MHz 45.7 42.1 +  j1.3 

2.4 GHz 266 42.2 +  j2.9 
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Refraction Losses 

The air-water, air-soil interface reflect and refract radio waves and leads to loss of the 

radio signal at the receiver.  In this section, we estimate the magnitude of these losses.  First, 

consider a radio wave with normal incidence on a water surface.    The intrinsic impedances of 

the water and air differ, so the interface will reflect some of the energy back.  Figure 3 shows the 

situation as well as a transmission-line equivalent circuit.  By using transmission-line concepts, 

one can calculate a voltage reflection coefficient 

  
       
       

 

The corresponding power reflection coefficient is     .  Above, we calculated the values 

for air and freshwater at 433 MHz as       and              respectively.  Thus 

  
              

              
              

          

This means 37% of the incident power crosses into the water, while 63% is reflected 

back.  This represents a refraction loss of  4.5 dB. 

Normal incidence represents the best-case scenario for transmitting radio wave from air 

to water.  One would have this situation when the receiver is in a river directly below a 

transmitter mounted on a bridge. The worst case is when the transmitter is located on the bank of 

the river some distance back.  In this instance, the radio waves travel nearly parallel with the 

water surface.  In this case, the refraction-loss ratio, which is the ratio of the intrinsic impedance 

of the water and air is important 

  
    

                  

Power attenuation is 
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This represents a loss of about 9.5 dB at the air/water interface. 

At the frequencies we are interested in the relative permittivity   
  is roughly 81, so the 

phase constant   is about 9 times that in air.  The wavelength is given by       , so the 

wavelength is approximately 1/9 that in air.  The speed of light/radio waves in a medium is given 

by           and is 1/9 that is air.  Finally the intrinsic impedance is 1/9 that in air. 

 

Figure 3  The top figure depicts a linearly-polarized plane radio wave traveling in the x-direction 
in a medium with permittivity, conductivity, and permeability of      , and    
respectively.    The corresponding intrinsic impedance of the medium is   .   At 
    the wave encounters a medium with permittivity, conductivity, and 
permeability of      , and    respectively. The corresponding intrinsic impedance of 
the second  medium is   .  If       the wave will travel unperturbed, otherwise 
some of the wave will be reflected back.  The bottom figure shows an analogous 
transmission line that one can use to calculate transmitted and reflected powers. 
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Figure 4  The top figure shows a transmitter on a river bank transmitting to two receivers in a 
river.  The transmitter is far enough so that one can consider the wave fronts and 
essentially plane and traveling nearly parallel with the water surface.  At the surface, 
some of the radio wave energy is refracted into the water and travels distances    and 
   to the receivers.  The bottom figure shows two radios underwater communication 
with each other.   

The upper figure in Figure 4 shown a transmitter situated on a river bank transmitting to a 

receiver on the bottom of the river.   The radio wave power decays as the waves travel from the 

transmitter.  The attenuation in air at the frequencies of interest in this thesis is essentially from 
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geometric weakening.  At the water surface the waves is refracted and there is a refraction loss.  

Then the wave is attenuated as it travels through the water (paths    and   ) according to 

        . 

Expressing all the quantities in logarithmic (i.e., dBm and dB) we have 

                                                         

where    and    are the transmitted and receiver power, respectively.  Consider a 100 mW (= 20 

dBm), link at 433 MHz.  Assume 2 dB/m attenuation through the air (mostly from geometric 

weakening), a refraction loss of 10 dB, and an attenuation of 17.6 dB/m in water at 433 MHz. 

                          

If         and        , then 

                                       

Since most ISM modules have a sensitivity of up to -100 dBm, this is well within the sensitivity 

of the ISM radios considered in this thesis.  

The second link illustrated in the Figure 4 is between two radios, both underwater.  

Ignoring reflections from the bottom and water-air interface, there are two paths, namely the 

underwater link    and then the          path.   One can estimate the attenuation of the 

underwater link    from Table 3.  The figure show that waves that reach the surface above the 

transmitter are heavily refracted.  This is a direct result from the low speed (   ) of radio waves 

in water. The refracted waves travel nearly parallel with the water surface with little attenuation.  

However, there is some attenuation, resulting from ―leaking‖ of the energy into the water.   Some 

of this energy reaches the receiver at through the link   .    The          may in fact 

exhibit less attenuation than the direct path.  Denoting    as the attenuation of the wave as it 

travels across the water, then the          path will be advantageous when 
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Intuitively, when the radios are in shallow water,           path is advantages, since 

they transmit through less water than the    path.  When       as in the case with seawater, 

then this simplifies to 

         

Properties of Soil 

Two of the possible applications I describe in this thesis, namely underground networks 

and soil moisture estimation, use ISM radios buried underground.  Thus, it is appropriate to 

consider radio wave propagation in soil.  Clearly, soil is a complex medium and its properties 

will affect in-situ measurements.  For example, refraction of radio waves by the different soil 

layers is of major concern in, for example, GPR, but in this thesis, the distances small, and I 

ignore refraction.  In this thesis, I use a simple model of soil, namely a matrix of dielectric 

material (sand, rock, some organic material) with voids.   The relative dielectric constant of the 

soil matrix is around 2 to 8.  However, the voids can hold water, and this dramatically changes 

the relative dielectric permittivity. 

Consider a dry soil with a representative dielectric permittivity of           .  A 

representative value for water is             (see Table 1).  Thus, in mixture of soil and 

water, clearly the electrical permittivity dominates.  The electrical conductivity of soil results 

from salts that form ions when in solution with water.  In agricultural settings, fertilizer 

compounds elevate the soil conductivity.  Soil conductivity ranges from            to 

           while freshwater’s conductivity ranges from             to           .  Thus soil 

and freshwater’s conductivity is comparable and the dielectric permittivity of moist soil is 

dominated by water in the matrix voids.  One can conclude that at the ISM frequencies, one can 

treat soil as a lossy dielectric.  This is shown in Figure 2.   
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Further, one would expect a direct relationship between soil moisture and dielectric 

permittivity.  One can define soil moisture content as gravimetric water content (% water by 

weight) or as volumetric water content (% water by volume).  It is the number of polarized 

dipole molecules that determine the dielectric permittivity, so the volumetric water content is 

appropriate for electrical measurements of soil water content.    Also, as Barkeshli (1985), points  

 

Figure 5  Typical soil dielectric constant at about 1.1 GHz as a function of gravimetric soil 

moisture      and volumetric soil moisture      (from Barkeshli, 1985).  Note that 

the dielectric constant show much less scatter when plotted as a function of     
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out,    for soil show much less scatter when plotted as a function of volumetric water content 

rather than gravimetric water content as seen in Figure 5.  Finally, note that the way I treat soil in 

this thesis corresponds to how other in-situ instruments treat soil.  For example, capacitance and 

TDR soil moisture probes (see Chapter IV and V) take this approach.  For proper measurements 

one should calibrate such instruments for the soil they are used in. 

RF Modules 

The ISM radio bands were originally reserved internationally for the use of RF energy for 

industrial, scientific and medical purposes other than communication.  Because communication 

devices using the ISM bands must tolerate any interference from ISM equipment, these bands are 

typically given over to uses intended for unlicensed operation, since unlicensed operation 

typically needs to be tolerant of interference from other devices anyway.  Figure 6 shows the 

various radio modules and cell modems that were used throughout this thesis.  These modules 

range in price from a couple US dollars to a few hundred US dollars.  The higher end modules 

are equipped with a microcontroller that allows the modules to be re-configured for different 

modes of operation.  This also allows for error checking, formation of data into packets, 

automatic retransmissions, low power modes and many more possibilities.   

Table 4 summarizes the assigned ISM frequency bands and cellular communication 

bands in the U.S.  However, for a variety of reasons, some ISM bands are more popular than 

others.  Consequently, there are many small, inexpensive, 433.92-MHz radio modules available 

on the market.  On the other hand, we could not find any standalone 5.800 GHz modules. These 

frequencies are heavily-used in Wi-Fi network applications, but radios are tightly-integrated into 

routers and so on.    In this thesis, ―ISM‖ is implied to be bands indicated with asterisks in the 

table.  Still, the table shows that in principle, there are a wide range of frequencies available. 
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Figure 6  Upper Left: Radiotronix 433 MHz receiver and transmitter pair used in underwater 
communication experiements.  Center:  Linx 315 MHz transceiver module used for 
underwater communication.  Upper Right: Alpha receiver and transmitter pair used in 
underwater phase measurements.  Center: Sparkfun’s development board and keyfob 
that use Nordic 2.4 GHz radios.  Lower Left: MaxStream XStream at 900 MHz and 
2.4 GHz modules with quarter wave length dipole antenna.  Lower Right: Enfora cell 
modem and antenna that operates using Global System and Mobile Communication 
(GSM) network.  
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Table 4  Industrial Medical and Scientific (ISM) bands and GSM cellular bands. 

Frequency Range (Hz) Center Frequency (Hz) Band 

6.765-6.795 MHz 6.780 MHz ISM 

13.553 -13.567 MHz 13.560 MHz ISM 

26.957-27.283 MHz 27.120 MHz ISM 

40.66-40.70 MHz 40.68 MHz ISM 

433.05-434.79 MHz 433.92 MHz* ISM 

902-928 MHz 915 MHz* ISM 

2.400-2.500 GHz 2.450 GHz* ISM 

5.725-5.875 GHz 5.800 GHz ISM 

24-24.25 GHz 24.125 GHz ISM 

61-61.5 GHz 61.25 GHz ISM 

122-123 GHz 122.5 GHz ISM 

244-246 GHz 245 GHz ISM 

824-849 MHz uplink 

869-894 MHz downlink 

836.5 MHz uplink* 

881.5 MHz downlink* 

GSM-850 

United States and Canada 

1850-1910 MHz uplink 
1930-1990 MHz downlink 

1880 MHz uplink* 
1960 MHz downlink* 

GSM-1900 
United States and Canada 

Higher-end radios as well as the cell-modems used in the experiments described in this 

thesis are equipped with a microcontroller that is between the radio and the data source.  The 

controller forms data packets and controls modulation schemes, channels, hopping sequence (see 

RF Modulation below), and radio power levels.  Assuming the radio has been properly 

configured, the controller is transparent and passes data on to the radio, and data the radio 

received on to the rest of the system.   The so-called AT-command mechanism allows one to 

configure the radio over the same channel, and it works as follows.  When the microcontroller 

sees a certain sequence of characters separated with a specific delay time, it switches from 
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transparent, past-through mode to command mode.  Once in command mode, a user can send 

configuration command to the radio to set, for example, the transmit power level or poll RSSI.  

When ready to transmit, one sends the proper command, and the controller switches back to 

pass-through mode. Subsequent characters are transmitted as data.   The sequence is shown 

below: 

Data 

Data 

Delay 

+++  

Delay 

ATRS 

ATCN 

Data 

Data 

The delay, three-character sequence ―+++‖, followed by another delay/silence is the signal to the 

radio’s controller to switch from pass-thru mode, to command mode.  The ―ATRS‖ is an 

instruction to the controller to provide the RSSI value from the previous reception, and the 

―ATCN‖ is an instruction to the controller to switch back to pass-thru mode. 

RF Link Background 

RF Modulation 

The different RF modules referred to in this document use several standard forms for data 

transmission.  The modules range from very simple modules to more sophisticated modules.  I 

refer to simple modules as modules that transmit the data without extra information.  The more 

sophisticated modules may incorporate information to packet network routing, error checking, 

wake-up commands, acknowledgements and retransmission.  With this extra level to 

sophistication comes add cost in the overall price of the modules.  One advantage of the simple 
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modules is that they have a fixed overhead in data transmission, while the more sophisticated 

modules may have a variable latency.  For many applications variable latency has no effect in the 

desired performance of the module.  The modules used operate using various RF modulation 

techniques. 

On-off keying (OOK) is a simple form of amplitude-shift keying (ASK), where data is 

encoded by the presence or absence of the carrier signal.  The presence of the carrier for a 

specific timeframe represents one state while the absence of the carrier for a specific time frame 

represents the other state.  One can view OOK as amplitude modulation (AM), where only two 

levels are allowed: 0  ―OFF‖ and 1  ―ON‖. This basic form of communication is used in 

many cost effective RF modules and can be purchased for only a couple of US dollars.  The Linx 

and Radiotronix modules referenced in this document use this form of modulation.  These 

modules ranged from a few dollars each up to $20 USD.  Several of the simple RF modules used 

in this thesis employed frequency modulation (FM) where the data shifts the carrier frequency.  

This is analogous to OOK where two different frequencies represent the two possible levels: 

frequency A  ―OFF‖ and frequency B ―ON‖.     

Some ISM radios use spread spectrum (Proakis and Salehi, 2002) communication links. 

As the name implies, in spread spectrum communication, the channel bandwidth is much larger 

than the bandwidth of the underlying data.  This may be somewhat counterintuitive, but such an 

approach has potential advantages.   Spread Spectrum transmissions utilize the bandwidth more 

efficiently since transmissions can share a frequency band with many types of conventional 

transmissions with minimal interference.  There are two broad classes of spread spectrum, 

namely frequency hopping spread spectrum, or FHSS, and Code Division Multiple Access 

(CDMA) spread spectrum.  FHSS is the easiest to explain, and the most relevant to this thesis, 

because some the radios I used, can be programmed to employ FHSS.  Briefly, in FHSS the 

transmitter dwells for some time at one carrier frequency and transmits data.  The transmitter 

then switches (i.e. hops) to a different frequency, dwells there for some time, and transmits some 

additional data.  An obvious application is that unless one knows the hopping sequence and the 
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dwell time is short, the transmission will be scrambled or even invisible to a receiver listening on 

a single frequency.  Thus, spread spectrum communication is often used to ensure secure 

communication.  However, frequency-hopping has other advantages as well.  One is that it tends 

to provide more noise immunity than fixed-channel communication.  For example, if there is a 

noise source that pollutes a narrow band of the frequency spectrum, this may severely impact a 

fixed-channel radio link.  However, with a FHSS system that dwells in that channel only briefly, 

the effect is much less.  FHSS communication is also less sensitive to multipath effects.  The 

MaxStream radios used in many of these validation experiments employ FHSS.   

Whenever a change in medium is encountered, the signal is absorbed, attenuated, 

refracted, or reflected.  Refraction and reflection cause the signals to change direction of 

propagation.  This change in path directions often results in a convergence of the direct path 

signal with one or more of the reflected signals.  When the receiving antenna is the point of 

convergence for these multi-path signals, the consequences are generally not favorable. 

Multipath is a propagation phenomenon that results in RF signals reaching the receiver 

antenna by two or more paths, this is shown in the top panel of Figure 7.  The transmitter is at a 

fixed frequency in this example.  Multipath interference can be created by atmospheric dust, 

ionosphere reflection and refraction, and reflection from water bodies and terrestrial objects such 

as mountains and buildings.  The effect of multipath can be construction or destructive 

interference, and phase shifting of the signal.  The top figure shows a transmitter and receiver at 

heights A and B above a partially-reflecting plane, separated by a distance R.  The path lengths d1 

and d2 are such that the attenuation is of the same order.  However, phase differences can lead to 

constructive and destructive interference.  The middle and bottom figures are examples of such 

multipath effects at 900 MHz (λ = 33.3 cm) and 350 MHz (λ = 85.7 cm) respectively.  By 

altering the transmitting frequency as in FHSS the effects of multipath can be lessened.  A null in 

signal strength created from multipath effects a specific distance at one fixed frequency, may not 

be present at that same distance at slightly shifted frequency. 
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Figure 7  Two-path multipath.  The top figure shows a transmitter and receiver at heights A and 
B above a partially-reflecting plane, separated by a distance R.   The path lengths d1 
and d2 are such that the attenuation is of the same order.  However, phase differences 
can lead to constructive and destructive interference.   The middle and bottom figures 
are examples of such multipath effects.   
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CDMA is a completely different approach to spread spectrum communications to allow 

multiple transmitters to send information over a single communication channel.  Transmitters are 

assigned a code to allow multiple users to be multiplexed over the same physical channel.  

CDMA is a form of spread spectrum since the modulated coded signal has a much high data 

bandwidth than the data being communicated.  CDMA is analogous to a room full of people 

talking in different languages while the communication may be heard by everyone in the room, 

only the people who speak the same language understand a specific conversation.  In a similar 

manner in CDMA only the people with the same code can decode the transmission and all other 

communication is perceived as background noise.  However, it achieves the same goal as FHSS, 

namely spread the information over a wide bandwidth, and has the same advantages: good 

channel utilization, security, and good multipath properties.  CDMA was developed by Qualcom 

and is widely- used for cellular communications.  However, the cell modems I used in this thesis 

(see Chapter V) are part of the global system for mobile communication (GSM) network and do 

not use CDMA. 

Global system for mobile communication (GSM) is the most popular standard for mobile 

telephony systems in the world.  Currently it is used by over 1.5 billion people around the world.  

In 1997 the standard added packet data capabilities by means of General Packet Radio Service 

(GPRS).  The modulation used in GSM is Gaussian minimum-shift keying (GMSK), a kind of 

continuous frequency shift keying.  The signal to be modulated onto the carrier is first smoothed 

by a Gaussian low-pass filter prior to being fed to a frequency modulator, which reduces the 

interference to neighboring channels. 

RSSI Measurements 

RSSI is typically used as a diagnostic to look at link quality for most RF communication.  

As shown earlier, there has been significant research modeling the effect of RF waves in cities 

and through vegetation to name but a few areas.  Time scale of the processes we are interested in 

is on the order of minutes to hours to days.  This is different from ―fading‖ in communication 
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systems.  For antennas at fix distances we will be observing changes in RSSI to infer changes in 

the medium.  

There are numerous schemes for measuring RSSI of different RF modules.  RSSI 

measurement for modules used in experiments described later in this document consists of three 

techniques.  Sending AT commands to poll the module for the RSSI of the last received packet.  

AT commands are used in controlling modules to do their specified functions.  Some of the 

modules used output a voltage that is proportional to the incoming packet signal strength.  

Finally the MaxStream’s XStream radio modules offers a pulse width modulated (PWM) signal 

that is proportional to the incoming packet signal strength.  This allows the user to measure RSSI 

while receiving communication.  It is also possible to poll the XStream modules for the RSSI of 

the last received packet by sending the module the appropriate AT command.  To do this the 

module needs to be switched from communication mode to command mode by sending a series 

of three plus signs on the data input line.  Once in command mode the request can be sent to poll 

the RSSI of the last packet the module received.  Once in command mode the module can no 

longer receive incoming packets and all RF communication to the module is lost.  This limits the 

data throughput of the RF link and increases the time need to average over several transmissions 

if a more stable RSSI measurement is desired.  The XStream family of modules uses FHSS with 

seven hopping sequences sharing 25 frequencies.  While the hopping of frequencies aids in link 

communication reliability it produces unstable RSSI measurements between consecutive packets.  

Each frequency in the hopping sequence may see different effects in multipath and therefore 

have different signal strength.  Each packet may be transmitted using several different hopping 

frequencies with variation in signal strength. 

There are several possibilities for stabilizing RSSI measurements of the XStream 

modules.  By increasing the packet size it is possible to incorporate more frequency hops in a 

single transmission.  A stable RSSI measurement can be calculated by taking the average of 

several packets that encompasses all the possible frequency hopping sequences multiple times.   
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RSSI measurements in inexpensive radios are typically performed as follows.   Circuitry 

in the radio extracts the carrier, and generates a current that is proportional to its amplitude.   

This current is passed through a semiconductor diode, for which 

      
      

Here ID is the diode current and VD is the diode voltage.  In these equations, VT is the thermal 

voltage (about 26 mV at 25°C) and Isis a constant.  Rewriting 

        
  
  
  

This performs the basic carrier-amplitude  logarithm (needed for dB) conversion.  In the case 

of low-end, very inexpensive radios, an analog amplifier then scales the voltage to correspond to 

the RSSI measured in dBm.  In the case of radios that have microcontrollers, the 

microcontrollers’ built-in analog-to-digital converters are used to digitize the RSSI.  These 

digitizers are typically 8-bit, but with only 6 bits are used.  Thus, the RSSI is quantized to 2
6
 = 64 

levels.  Consider a radio that is designed to operate over a range of -40 dBm to -110 dBm and 

assume the 70 dB range is quantized as described above.  This results in a quantization step of 

about 1.1 dB.  An examination of Maxtream’s XStream modules reveals quantization steps of 

1.46 dB when RSSI is polled in command mode and 1.75 dB when using the PWM output.   

A experiment was devised to explore how many packets were need to obtain a stable 

RSSI measurement using the PWM output of the XStream radio modules operating at 2.4 GHz.  

Since the XStream modules are sophisticated modules, the size of the payload is a small portion 

of the overall total transmission.  Packets consist of a RF initializer, header, payload and cyclical 

redundancy check (CRC) to verify data integrity.  For this experiment the payload size was 

selected to be eight bytes.  The XStream modules can be configured to handle payloads up to 100 

bytes.  The PWM output offers a resolution of RSSI measurements to 1.75 dBm.  The RSSI was 

averaged for a predefined number of packets sent through a link in an industrial setting.   
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Three motes were used to investigate RSSI stabilization.  Motes are nodes in wireless 

sensor networks that are capable of performing some processing, gathering sensory information 

and communicating with other connected notes in the network.  The main components of a mote 

consist of a microcontroller, transceiver, external memory, power source and one or more 

sensors.  While the motes described throughout this thesis have the capabilities to attach sensors, 

the mote itself is now considered the sensor. 

The three motes consisted of a base station that controls and records all data flow, mote A 

that transmits the specified number of packets and mote B that measures the RSSI of 

transmissions from mote A.  The base station begins by sending a request to mote A to transmit a 

specified number of packets.  Mote A transmits the specified number of packets to mote B.  

Once all of packets have been transmitted by A the base station sends a request for B to send the 

measured average RSSI from all transmission received from mote A.  The base station is 

connected through a serial link to a PC running Secure CRT.  The data is then recorded in a text 

file using Secure CRT’s capture input function.  The number of packets sent by mote A can be 

varied by the base station from three packets up to 950 packets.  It takes approximately 15 

minutes for the base station to step through and record all possible number of packet 

transmissions.  Once the number of transmissions reached 950 the process was repeated starting 

at three transmissions again.  The system collected data in a light industrial setting for 24 hours 

until 100 samples were made for each transmission size using XStream modules operating at 

2.4 GHz.  The data collection process was repeated using XStream modules operating at 

900 MHz with the antennas lowered into 2.54 cm PVC tubes driven into the ground to a depth of 

70 cm and separation distance of 2 m.  Soil moisture content was estimated to be near 30% 

during the experiment and the system collected 20 samples for each packet size.  In Figure 8, the 

horizontal axis represents the number of RSSI values sampled, and the vertical axis represents 

the standard deviation of the RSSI values from the mean, calculated as follows 
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Figure 8  These figures show the how the variance of RSSI values decrease with a number of 
packets averages.  Two cases are shown: one for a 900 MHz underground link, and 
2.4-GHz link in a light industrial setting. The figures also show the lower bound, 
determined by the radio’s quantization step size.   From the figures it follow that 
averaging more than about 300 packets (1

st
 link) and 80 packets (2

nd
 link) does not 

decrease the variance.  However, it does require more power.     
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where    is the measured RSSI values,   is the mean of the samples, and   is the number of 

samples.  Figure 8 top shows the data collected in the underground link and in the industrial 

setting bottom.  The distances between antennas were fixed in both experiments.  The 

quantization step size for XStream modules is also indicated in Figure 8.  From the plot it is clear 

that there are diminishing returns in averaging the RSSI for more than 300 packets.  There are 

significant savings in power by transmitting as few of packets as possible to make an accurate 

RSSI measurement.   

In the various experiments I perform in this thesis, there is a tradeoff between the number 

of samples and the variance of the resulting data.  For example, Figure 8 suggests that if one uses 

300 averages, one would be close to the limit determined by the radios’ quantization step.  

However, RSSI measurements consume power, and take time.  For example the XStream 

modules operate at 5 VDC and consume 140 mA when transmitting and 50 mA in receive mode.  

Typically in networks with sparse communication most of the power consumption can be 

attributed to active listening (i.e. the power consumed listening for incoming transmissions).  

XStream modules have a power saving mode that consumes only 26 uA when powered down or 

in sleep mode.  The radio can then be programmed to periodically wake and briefly listen for 

communication before reentering power down mode.  A user specified time can be pre-

programmed into the module for keeping the module active once communication has been 

detected and before entering sleep mode again.  By implementing sleep modes the total power 

consumption will be dominated by the number of transmissions made by the module.  Thus, in 

my experiments I average RSSI measurements over 120 packets in air and 200 packets for 

underground transmission to increase battery life. 
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Echo- and Streaming Server 

A reoccurring theme in the text will be to use radios modules to receive data and then 

send it back to the original sender or forward the data with no interference of signals.  There are 

two techniques used to accomplish these tasks.  Only RF modules are need to accomplish both 

task with no need for additional electronics.  An echo server is an arrangement where a 

transceiver feeds its output directly back to its transmitter.  Thus, everything received, is 

transmitted/echoed verbatim to the originator.  Echo servers are very useful for performing range 

tests, and measuring latencies, and so on.  Figure 9 depicts an echo server created by using a loop 

back connector which ties the data out line to the data in line of the RF module.   

 

Figure 9  Echo servers are used in several experiments throughout this thesis primarily for range 
testing.  The echo server is exactly what the name implies, all data received from the 
data communication equipment is sent back.  The data out of the RF module is tied 
directly back to the data in of the module.  All communications that are received and 
forwarded to the data out line are feed back into the data in line and transmitted. 
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The computer which here is considered data terminal equipment (DTE) is connected to 

the RF module which in this case is considered data communication equipment (DCE).  All 

transmissions sent by the DTE are forwarded back by the echo server.  DTE is an end device that 

converts user information in signals or reconverts received signals.  A DTE communicates with 

the DCE. Usually the DTE is a computer and the DCE is a modem or another carrier-owned 

device.  

 In the case of interconnecting devices of the same type DTE-DTE or DCE-DCE require 

the use of crossover cables or Null modems.  Streaming servers consists of a pair of RF modules 

operating on non-interfering channels. An example of non-interfering channels could consist of 

RF modules operating at different frequencies or at the same frequency by at different non-

interfering hopping sequences.  In a streaming server a signal transmitted on frequency A is 

received by a remote module operating on frequency A, the data out line of module   

A null modem can be used to create a streaming server.  The null modem connects the 

data out of each module to the data in of the other module.  Thus everything received by one 

module is forwarded by the other module.  The null module also connects the request to send 

(RTS) of both modems to the clear to send (CTS) lines of the other modem.  Figure 10 depicts 

two RF modules connected by a Null modem to create a streaming server. The CTS and RTS 

lines are used for flow control on the modules.    

Fresh Water Conductivity Measurements 

As previously stated, there is a wealth of knowledge available about properties of 

seawater but little interest has been shown in the area of freshwater in streams and rivers.  The 

conductivity of water can have a significant impact on underwater radio communication, making 

it very important to have some way of measuring it accurately.  A simple approach is to use two 

parallel plates separated by a fixed distance, and measure the resistance between them. 
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Figure 10  The streaming server consists of two RF modules operating on different channels.  
The data in lines of both modules are connected to the data out of the opposite 
module.  For example all data received by the module operating on channel A is 
transmitted out by the module operating on channel B.  The channels must be selected 
as not to be interfering with each other. 

Conductivity is the measure of a material’s ability to conduct current and is the inverse of 

resistivity.  This relationship is show in,  

  
 

 
 

where σ is conductivity and ρ is resistivity.   

Resistance is a measure of an object’s opposition to the passage of a steady current.  The 

resistance of a conductor of uniform cross section R will be proportional to the resistivity of the 

material ρ and the length of the conductor L, and inversely proportional to the cross-sectional 

area A. 

   
 

 
 

The resistance between the two plates can be measured by attaching a signal generator 

with known output resistance and voltage in series with the plates.  In order for this approach to 

work, the charge across the plates must be discharged periodically,  
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which requires the voltage source to be AC.  By measuring the voltage drop across the plates and 

manipulating the simple voltage divider, the resistance between the two plates, Rx, can be 

calculated. 

   
  

     
   

Both the source’s output resistance Rs and output voltage Vs are known and the voltage across the 

two plates VX can be measured using an oscilloscope. 

The two plates used for the conductivity meter are made of galvanized steel which is rust 

resist for prolonged submersion in water.  Each plate is 25 cm by 25 cm, and therefore has a 

625 cm
2
 surface area.  These dimensions are shown below in Figure 11 left.  The plates are 

mounted on a 28 cm by 28 cm piece of plastic, which are separated by a plastic standoff in each 

corner.  The final product is shown in Figure 11, brass screws in the corners of the metal plates 

attach it to the plastic sheeting; these screws also allow wires to easily attach to the plates.   

 

Figure 11  Left: Final dimensions of the instrument used for measuring freshwater conductivity. 
Two 625 cm

2
 galvanized steel plates were mounted on plastic sheeting with a 

separation distance of 6 cm.  Right: Final sensor used for measuring the conductivity 
of river water.  The two plates used for the conductivity meter are made of galvanized 
steel, which not only resist rust, but are also submersible in water.  Each plate is 10 
inches by 10 inches, and therefore has a 100 square inch surface area.  Brass screws 
hold the plates to the 11 inch by 11 inch plastic sheeting.  Plastic thread all was used 
to hold the plates at a separation distance of 6 cm. 
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To simplify measurements and to make the system more portable, a signal generator was 

designed which outputs an 8 V peak-to-peak square wave at three frequencies 100 Hz, 1 kHz, or 

10 kHz.  These three frequencies allowed us to see if there was a variation in freshwater 

conductivity at low frequencies.  The output signal is used to measure the voltage drop across the 

plates, which is then used to calculate the resistance and conductivity.  A rotary switch is used to 

select between the 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz square waves.  The signal generator has an output 

resistance of about 300 Ohms, which was chosen to provide a suitable range for conductivity 

measurements.  The overall system draws about 14 mA when running at any of three frequencies 

and is shown in Figure 12 Left.  Figure 12 right shows the conductivity sensor with two 15 foot 

wires attached being deployed in the Iowa River in Iowa City.  Conductivity measurements were 

made twice a day at 8 am and 3 pm local time over a period starting on May 21, 2010 and ending 

July 31, 2010 and shown in Figure 13.  The collected data show a decrease in conductivity 

following rain events with the influx of distilled water.  The conductivity increased as the rain 

water flowed down stream.  Conductivity of Iowa River water during that period varied from 

0.03 to 0.063 S/m.  Looking back at Figure 2 this measured range places the conductivity for 

Iowa River water in the dielectric region for ISM frequency RF modules.   

 

Figure 12  Left: Electronics and enclosure used for making conductivity measurements in 
freshwater.  Right: Nick Sitter deploying the conductivity sensor into the Iowa River 
by the Stanley Hydraulic Laboratory in Iowa City. 
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Figure 13  Data collected for Iowa River conductivity from May 21, 2010 until July 31, 2010.  
Measurements were made twice a day at 8 am and 3 pm local time.  A decrease in 
conductivity is observed after rain events with the influx of distilled water followed 
increases in conductivity as this water flows downstream.  Conductivity during this 
period ranged from 0.03 to 0.063 S/m. 

Summary 

For the preceding material it is clear that RF modules operating in the ISM band are 

capable of more than transmission through the air.  I will show two example of transmission 

through unconventional media.  This thesis then continues to look at the possibility of using RF 

modules for more than a form of communication but as inexpensive RF generators at unlicensed 

frequencies.  Three applications will be looked at in subsequent sections soil moisture, 

vegetation water content and leaf wetness measurement.   A recurring theme will be that many of 

these traditional techniques for measuring the quantity of interest is in the deployment of point 

measurement sensors.  Such point measurements may be enhanced when made in conjunction 

with distributed measurements over the entire RF link.    
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CHAPTER III 

UNDERWATER NETWORKS 

As I mentioned in the Introduction and other places in the manuscript, most people 

assume that one cannot operate radios underwater (Anguita et al. 2009, Meihong et al. 2009, 

Heidemann et al. 2006), but this view is not entirely true.  Yes, water attenuates radio waves, so 

long-range underwater radio communication is not feasible, except at very low frequencies, 

using long antennas, and high power (Moore 1967).  On the other hand, modern radio receivers 

are sensitive enough so that one can establish communication underwater over several feet to 

perhaps several meters in freshwater.  This view is supported by calculations and measurements 

documented previously in this manuscript, and by others (Lindsay et al. 1977, Zang et al. 2004).  

Rather than a curiosity, one can use this fact to establish reliable and useful underwater wireless 

networks.  A WSN consist of multiple nodes that make short-range transmissions and cooperate 

in data delivery.  In the rest of this chapter, I describe one novel underwater wireless application, 

namely, an underwater WSN that uses mussels as sensors.  My work in this on-going research 

effort at The University of Iowa is on providing the physical communication link between nodes 

in the network.  I also describe preliminary investigations into effective underwater antennas.  

Other forms of underwater communication such as ultrasonic and IR also offers opportunities for 

underwater communication.  One can go to any number of electronics suppliers and get low 

power RF modules, while it is difficult if not impossible to get comparably sized ultrasonic or IF 

module. 

Application: Mussels as Biological Sensors 

Bio-fouling is a difficult problem to solve when working in underwater environments.  

Figure 14 shows an expensive water-quality sensor that was placed in an underwater 

environment to collect data. The effects of bio-fouling can be slowed or perhaps even eliminated 

by using biological sensors that are inherently clean. Researchers are working on using 
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freshwater mussels as biological sensors.  We are designing a system using freshwater mussels 

as biological sensors Hunt et al. 2010 and Sitter et al. 2009. 

 

Figure 14  Example of bio-fouling of a sensor left in an underwater environment to collect data 
on water conditions.   

The goal is to instrument mussels with Hall-effect sensors and magnets.  The Hall-effect 

is the generation of a voltage across a conductor in a perpendicular magnetic field.  Figure 15 left 

illustrates the operation and placement of a Hall-effect sensor on the mussel. The sensors detect 

the rhythmic opening and closing of the mussels called the mussel gape (Figure 15 right).  As the 

mussel opens to feed the gape increases and the distance between the magnet and Hall-effect 

sensor increases. As distance increases magnetic field intensity seen at the Hall-effect sensor 

decreases. 

Changes in the mussel gape can indicate environmental stress, changes in mussels’ food 

supply, or may serve as a proxy for turbidity.  Additionally, mussels collectively have the 

potential to significantly affect dissolved oxygen content and nitrate levels in river reaches. 

There are several examples of tethered mussel biological sensors (Bril et al. 2009, De Zwart et 

al. 1995, Kelly 1994, Morgan 1981 et al. 1981). 
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The goal of the researchers at The University of Iowa is to instrument mussels and place 

them back in their natural environment, but untethered.  We plan to attach gape sensors, 

microcontrollers, and radios to mussels and place them back in their natural environment, see 

Figure 16.  Small, inexpensive radios operating in the ISM bands will provide the physical link 

of an underwater WSN.  Despite the attenuation radio waves experience in water, the low cost of 

these radios should allow us to deploy enough to set up a reliable communications network.  

Gape data collected by each mussel will route through the network of radio instrumented mussels 

to a central base station.  The data collected from one, or perhaps several base stations, will be 

routed back to The University of Iowa through cellular transmission and ingested into the 

database.  Additionally, there may be opportunities for power harvesting using piezoelectricity 

power harvesters.  Piezoelectricity is a charge which accumulates in certain solid materials in 

response to applied mechanical strain.  The word piezoelectricity means electricity resulting 

from pressure.  It may be possible to harvest energy using piezoelectric generated by the flow of 

water in the stream bed the mussels are located in. 

 

Figure 15  The left panel depicts the Hall-effect, which is the generation of a voltage across a 
conductor in a perpendicular magnetic field.  There are Hall-effect ICs on the market 
that integrates a Hall sensor with an amplifier and signal conditioning.  The right 
panel shows how we attach a Hall-effect sensor and a small magnet to monitor mussel 
gape.  
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Figure 16  The figure depicts on-going research at The University of Iowa that aims to use 
freshwater mussels as biological sensors.  Mussels equipped with Hall-effect sensors 
sense mussel gape, as well as water temperature and turbidity.  Computer models on 
remote servers interpret behavior to extract, for example, nitrogen cycle information. 
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Laboratory Proof-of-Concept Experiments 

As a proof of concept, we instrumented mussels with both tethered and untethered data 

acquisition systems.  The Hall-effect sensors of the tethered mussels were attached to several 

meters of wire.  The data logger for the tethered mussel consisted of a microcontroller with a 12-

bit analog to digital converter for measuring the output voltage of the Hall-effect sensor.  Data is 

retrieved and stored in a laptop connected to the data logger via serial communication.   

The untethered mussel was also instrumented with a Hall-effect sensor/magnet, 

microcontroller and RF link.  We modified a commercially available key fob for the underwater 

wireless link, see Figure 17.  This device was chosen for its size and functionality. It contains all 

the basic elements needed for this experiment, namely a power supply, programmable 

microcontroller and radio, all in a small package.  This nicely-packaged key fob contains a 

Nordic nRF24L01+ radio and an ATtiny24 microcontroller.  A 20mm, 3V coin cell supplies 

power. The Nordic nRF24L01+ radio operates at 2.4 GHz.  As shown in Table 3, at this 

frequency fresh water has an attenuation of 266 dB/m.  However, since the tank’s dimensions 

were less than 1 m and water depth was about 0.5 m, this high attenuation was not a concern.   

I modified the key fob slightly for addition of the Hall-effect sensor, and the addition of a 

step-up voltage regulator to maintain a constant voltage of 3.3 V as the battery discharged.  The 

ATtiny24 has an on-chip 8-bit ADC.  I programmed the controller to sample and transmit the 

Hall-effect sensor voltage every 10 minutes to a receiver located outside of the tank.  A 10-

minute sample interval with the 250 mAh coin cell provided 40 days of runtime.  To prevent 

water intrusion the entire system was sealed in thermally conductive epoxy produced by MG 

Chemicals model 832C. This epoxy was chosen since it has a low dielectric constant of three at 

2.4 GHz.  Figure 18 shows examples of tethered and untethered mussels used as bio-sensors.  

The equipment was attached to the mussels using an environmentally friendly two part epoxy as 

not to harm the mussels of contaminate their living environment. 
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Figure 17  Off-the-shelf modified key fob with low power Hall-effect sensor that was attached to 
mussel. 

 

Figure 18  The left panel shows the tethered mussel used for bio-sensing.  The right panel shows 
a mussel with a modified key fob, Hall-effect sensor and magnet attached to the 
mussel.  The mussel is then deployed untethered as a bio-sensor. 
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Data was received by a Nordic Serial Interface Board produced by Sparkfun Electronics 

which contained a RF module nRF24L01+ and an ATMega164V microcontroller.  A serial link 

connected the Nordic Serial Interface Board to the laptop computer running a custom MATLAB 

program where all the data was stored. The experimental setup used for the tethered and 

untethered mussel experiment is shown in Figure 19.  Mussels are filter feeders and were fed by 

replacing their water with water from the Iowa River. 

 

Figure 19  Experimental setup for collecting data of both tethered and untethered intrumented 
mussels. Mussel gape was sampled at five second intervals for tethered mussels. 
Mussel gape was sampled at 10 minute intervals for untethered mussels to conserve 
battery power. 
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Mussel Gape Results 

The untethered link provided very reliable communication over the 40-day period.  Only 

a small percentage of packets were dropped, excluding a three day period of time when the 

laptop was accidently unplugged. No attempts were made to retransmit dropped packets.  The 

nRF24L01+ radio provides data packetization with built-in error checking of received data and 

has built-in capabilities for auto-retransmission.  All high-level communication functionality was 

disabled to provide a better view of true link reliability.  With the implementation of 

retransmission, link reliability could approach 100% for this set up.  Alternatively, link reliability 

could be improved substantially by using a lower frequency radio that has less attenuation in 

water (see Table 3).  

Figure 20 shows some of the data collected for the mussel experiment.  There is a clear 

cycle of the mussel opening and closing on a daily basis.  For a period of time after the data 

acquisition failure the natural light cycle of the tank was shifted.  The tank was covered to block 

out all natural light.  An incandescent bulb was used to provide an alternative light source 180 

degrees out of phase with natural light source.  The mussels also shifted their daily cycle by 180 

degrees to match the artificial lighting as evident in Figure 20 bottom. 

The data strongly suggest that the mussel adjusted its gape to the externally imposed light 

cycle.  The importance for our study is that one can use a mussel’s gape as a sensor—light 

patterns in this instance.  This may have application in monitoring turbidity in rivers, which are 

used as a proxy for water quality. 

Underwater Antennas for Mussels 

Our experiments clearly show that one can use commercially available radios and key 

fobs underwater with waterproofing.  However, the antennas designed for use in air are 

unsuitable for use in water, because of the different electromagnetic properties of water and air.  

While not the main thrust of my research, I am helping design effective antennas for underwater 

applications, particularly antennas that one could attach to mussels (Hunt et al. 2010). 
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Figure 20  The top panel shows mussel gape data after application of a median filter to remove 
impulse noise (blue), followed by 5-min zero-phase moving average-type digital filter 
(red).  Low voltages indicate mussel’s valve is open.  The bottom panel is a phase 
comparison of mussel gape in natural light diurnal cycle (red) with mussel gape in 
shifted (approximately 10  hours) diurnal light cycle (green).  

An effective antenna for this application must meet a number of requirements.  Primarily, 

the antenna must be small enough so that one can glue the antenna to a mussel.  Mussel sizes 

vary with age and species—we currently focus on mussels that are about 8 cm long and 5 cm 

wide.  One wants the antennas not much larger than 50% of these dimensions, namely 4 × 

2.5 cm.  We do not make assumptions regarding mussel orientation, so an isotropic antenna is 

desirable.  Mussels may burry themselves in the mud layer in a river when seeking protection.  

Thus, the antenna must operate in river water, or partially- and even completely buried in 

sediment.  These different environments have different conductivities and dielectric constants, 

and these impact wavelengths of RF waves.  
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Furthermore, the electrical conductivity varies in rivers with time so that an antenna 

radiates into a non-stationary propagation environment.  This implies that a broadband antenna is 

preferable to a highly tuned, narrowband antenna.  Also, as we outlined previously, river water 

presents a significantly different environment to an antenna and attached radio than does the air.  

The water affects the radiation pattern and antenna impedance, and thus the overall efficiency of 

the transmitter.  The input impedance of an antenna is the impedance at its input terminals, both 

the real and imaginary part.  The maximum power is delivered to the antenna when the antenna 

and transmitter are matched, that is the input impedance of the antenna equals the complex 

conjugate of the output impedance of the transmitter.  The maximum power is delivered to a 

receiver when the receiver and antenna are matched. 

Because of the difference in wavelength, the physical dimensions of an antenna in water 

would be about 1/9 of the dimensions of an equivalent antenna in air.  Because of the difference 

in intrinsic impedance, the input impedance of an antenna in water would be about 1/9 of the 

input impedance of the equivalent antenna in air. Still, our goal is to use very simple, 

inexpensive antennas, and avoid impedance matching networks. We want to identify antennas 

that will allow non-electrical engineering researchers to easily construct underwater biological 

sensor networks.  Finally, antennas in water are prone to corrosion and fouling.  An insulated 

antenna is preferred to one made of bare metal. 

We investigated the performance of three common antennas, namely the dipole, loop, and 

folded dipole as follows.  We designed these antennas as if they would operate in air, but 

reduced the dimensions by a factor of 9 to account for the wavelength shortening that occurs in 

water.   

Figure 21  shows the experimental setup, which consists of a circular plastic tank 2.5 meters in 

diameter and 2.1 meters tall, filled with water (            ).  Drinkable water typically ranges 

from 0.0005 to 0.05 S/m, and salt water is typically 3.4 S/m.  A length of PVC pipe extends 

vertically from the center of the bottom of the tank.  On top of this lower pipe, we placed a 

module containing a Radiotronix RCT-433-AS(B) transmitter sealed in epoxy.  The RCT-433-
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AS(B) transmitter has an output impedance of 50 ohms and contains a simple network to match 

antenna impedances close to 50 ohms to the transmitter.  A computer-controlled x-y positioner is 

located on top of the tank.  Another PVC pipe extends vertically down into the tank from the 

positioner.   

 

Figure 21  Experimental setup for evaluating underwater antennas.  The tank is filled with water 
with a conductivity of (            ) and the stepper motor precisely controls the 
distance between the transmitter and the receiving antennas with an accuracy of 
(~2 mm).  The transmitting antenna was affixed to the center of the tank and the 
receiving antenna was attached to the stepper motor.  A spectrum analyzer measured 
the power received by the receiving antenna as the separation distance was varied. 
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The experimental setup allows one to position the receiving antenna accurately (~2 mm) 

with excellent repeatability. Attached to the upper pipe was a receiving antenna consisting of a 

small insulated dipole with a total length of 1.59 cm (   λ .  This receiving antenna was at the 

same depth as the transmitter.  A five meter RG58 cable connects the receiving antenna to an 

Agilent N9340B spectrum analyzer.  The antenna to be evaluated is attached to the transmitter 

and the positioner moves the receiving antenna in small increments.  

At each increment, we measured and recorded the received channel power.  We set the 

channel power to 150-kHz, centered on the transmitter’s 433-MHz carrier frequency.  The 

transmitter was modulated with a 1-kHz square wave.  To reduce random noise, we configured 

the spectrum analyzer to average 50 power measurements.  With a sweep time of 126 ms, this 

corresponds to averaging for about 6.3 s.  To eliminate ground loops and unintended coupling 

between the transmitter (via its power supply and/or the 1-kHz signal generator) we operated the 

spectrum analyzer off its internal battery power supply.  

Since dipole antennas are simple to construct, and widely-used, we started our 

investigation with dipole antennas as follows.  We constructed a 5-wavelenth (38 cm) antenna 

and measured the received power at a maximum separation of 70 cm.  We reduced the dipole 

length in half-wavelength steps and measured the channel power at each step.  Figure 22 

summarizes the results and indicates that a 1λ dipole radiates efficiently.  There were several 

antenna lengths that appeared not to radiate energy for this transmitter.  One possible reason for 

this is that the datasheet states that this transmitter will not operate if there is a major mismatch 

between antenna impedance and module impedance.  Signals were received from this group of 

antenna when the transmitter was located in the air above the water while the receiving antenna 

was located in water.  No signals were received from this group of transmitter antennas even 

when located directly next to the receiver in the water.  We made detailed power vs. range 

measurements for 1λ dipole and 5λ dipole antennas in water. 
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Figure 22  Measured received power as a function of transmitter antenna length for a separation 
distance of 70 cm in water. 

 

Figure 23  The antennas tested for underwater RF mussel applications at a frequency of 
433 MHz.  
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Another popular, compact antenna is a folded dipole, which is the next antenna that we 

explored.  We also explored a half-wavelength (circumference) loop antenna.  Additionally, we 

explored the effect of constructing antennas from bare vs. insulated copper.  Figure 23 shows the 

antennas that were used in this trial along with a mussel and transmitter. 

Figure 24 summarizes the results for the different antennas.  The calculated near-field for 

the antennas is about 5 cm, and the far field is about 15 cm, also indicated in the figure.  For 

reference, the figure also shows a      response, which is what one would in a non-conducting 

medium. The insulated 1-wavelength dipole performed the best.  Over the entire range of 

measurements, its received power was about 5 dBm greater than any other antenna.  Small 

oscillations in the received power are evident when the range is about 43 cm.  Both folded 

dipoles performed very well, with the insulated folded dipole performing a little better than the 

uninsulated folded dipole.  As with the dipole, oscillations in the received power are evident  

 

Figure 24  Received power vs. range for the candidate antennas along with 1/R
2
 reference.  The 

frequency is 433-MHz. 
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close to the tank wall.  These oscillations suggest reflections and multipath. Closer 

examination reveals that the maxima and minima are spaced 3.8 cm or      apart, which 

supports the notion of reflections off the tank wall.  In the very near field, the insulated loop 

performs better than any other antenna, but the received power falls off very rapidly.  The power 

of the insulated loop shows significant variation at greater distances.   

Our results show that a simple, insulated dipole outperforms the other candidate antennas, 

and meets the other important requirement, namely is small enough to be attached to a freshwater 

mussel.  However, there are other factors which we have not yet explored.  The close proximity 

of the mussel and the river bottom may affect transmitted power, as could interference by 

reflections from the water free surface.  Furthermore, we have not yet measured the radiation 

patterns of the antennas to see which is most isotropic.   

Conclusions  

Even though water severely attenuates radio waves, especially at higher ISM frequencies, 

it is possible to obtain reliable communication over small distances.  Rather than using 

traditional telemetry, one can build an underwater WSN where nodes cooperate.  In this case, the 

short range is not a problem, and may in fact be beneficial.  Researchers at The University of 

Iowa want to use freshwater mussels as biological sensors, measuring their gape using Hall-

effect sensors.    

I helped perform laboratory-based experiments with wired and tethered mussels, as well 

as mussels equipped with small radio transmitters.  The radio link worked very well over a 

period of several weeks, thus establishing the proof-of-concept.  The electronics to implement 

such links are inexpensive and widely-available (I modified a commercial key fob).  We also 

explored different antennas that may be appropriate for using on mussels (Hunt et al. 2010).  An 

exciting, albeit preliminary, result is simple dipole and folded dipole antennas perform well, and 

at 433-MHz, the frequency that we explored, are small enough to attach to mussels.  
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CHAPETER IV 

UNDERGROUND NETWORKS 

Conventional thinking holds that underground- and underwater radio communications are 

not possible, except at very low frequencies, using very long antennas and high transmit power.  

The main reason is that water and soil (especially wet soil) severely attenuates radio waves.  

Another complication is that ―ground‖ is a complex propagation medium consisting of topsoil, 

various clay and rock layers, the water table, and so on.  Each of these has a different dielectric 

constant so that radio waves are reflected and refracted in addition to being attenuated.  One 

should note however, that with sufficient power, radio waves can penetrate significant distances 

into the ground. Ground-Penetrating Radars or GPR (Daniels, 2004) have long exploited this 

fact, using frequencies that range from 20 MHz for deep penetration (10’s of meters), to 

150 MHz (typical), to 300–500 MHz for shallower depths. 

GPR aside, in this chapter I argue that using inexpensive radios it is in fact possible to 

achieve reliable underground radio communication over distances of several meters.  While these 

distances are small when compared with what one could achieve with traditional radio telemetry, 

this does allow for creating underground WSNs.  In this chapter, I document a proof-of-concept 

underground radio network.  Nodes in the underground WSN measuring soil moisture content 

are buried over an           area (up to 1 meter deep).  The nodes organize themselves into a 

WSN, reconfigure routes as radio link quality waxes and wanes, and cooperate in routing data 

packets to a surface base station, and so on.  While investigating underground WSN, I learned of 

other researchers that have been developing such networks (Akyildiz et al. 2006, Tiusanen 

2009). 

Feasibility of Underground Communications 

I performed a feasibility test to investigate the possibility of underground networks.  The 

aim of this test was to investigate the maximum transmission distance of reliable links.  Similar 

work has been done where links transmit directly to a base station located above ground 
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(Stuntebeck et al. 2006).  For my feasibility test, transmissions were between nodes located 

below the surface.  The investigation looks at two popular ISM frequencies, namely 900 MHz 

and 2.4 GHz.  The RF modules I used are manufactured by Maxstream and are models 9XStream 

and 24XStream; and operate at 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz respectively.  Figure 25  Shown left is the 

900-MHz radio, and shown right is the 2.4 GHz radio for the underground communication link 

feasibility test..  MaxStream’s 9XStream radio can detect signal strength to -110 dBm, while the 

24XStream has a receiver sensitivity of -105 dBm.  The transmission output power is 20 dBm 

and 17 dBm for the 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz modules respectively.  Both models use frequency-

hopping spread spectrum (FHSS).  I selected frequency-hopping radios to combat multi-path 

effects.  

I used the X-CTU software provided with MaxStream radios, for testing signal 

attenuation. This software has a range testing function built in for use with a remote echo server. 

The remote echo server consist of a Maxstream radio operating at the same RF carrier frequency 

and hopping sequence with the module’s data received output tied to the data transmit input with 

a loop back connector see Figure 9. All data received by the remote echo server is transmitted 

back to the sending radio. A test packet is sent by the X-CTU software over a radio attached to 

the computer to the remote echo server. As the packet returns from the remote echo server the 

software calculates and displays the receive signal strength in dBm. 

To prevent disruption of the soil and possibly altering the results of the experiment, only 

the antennas would be lowered in the ground. It was decided that measurements would be made 

at antenna depths in the soil of 0.5 and one meter and separation distances in 0.3 meter 

increments. Hollow 3.8 cm diameter PVC tubs one meter in length were driven into the ground 

in 0.3 meter increments to serve as the test platform. The PVC tubes allowed the antennas to be 

easily lowered to various depths without disturbing the soil to bury the antennas. For this 

experiment no attempt was made to calibrate the antenna for soil types. 
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Figure 25  Shown left is the 900-MHz radio, and shown right is the 2.4 GHz radio for the underground 
communication link feasibility test. 

I installed the CS616 TDR soil moisture probes (CS616 2010) to observe any changes in 

soil water content.  The probes were installed at an angle to incorporate measurements in the top 

15 cm of soil.  The probes were installed near the surface to minimize the disruption of the soil 

from burying the sensors at a deeper depth.  I deployed soil temperature sensors at several 

locations, but since this experiment was performed in late November, little fluctuation in soil 

temperature was observed.  Figure 26 illustrates the experimental setup used to measure RSSI for 

radio modules at frequencies of 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz.   

Campbell Scientific model CS616 probes collected soil moisture data between PVC. The 

CS616 is a class of probes called time-domain reflectometry Probes (TDR).  Figure 27 left shows 

the operation.  The metal rods on the CS616, shown Figure 27 right, function as a transmission 

line pulse A is launched and when reflected pulse B arrives, the next pulse is launched.  

Electronics in housing output a scaled frequency proportional to time-of-flight.  Time of flight is 

a function of soil permittivity, which is dominated by soil water content. Soil conductivity 

impacts measurement, and soil permittivity is also a function of temperature.  To obtain proper 

measurements of soil moisture, one has to calibrate the sensors to the specific soil.  With the 

CS616, it is possible to observe trends in soil water content without precise calibration.  For this 
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experiment, only the relative change in water content is of concern. The decision to use this 

sensor was based prior experience with this particular sensor. 

 

Figure 26  Experimental setup for measuring RSSI as a function of antenna depth and separation 
distance using XStream radio modules.  Antennas were lowered in to PVC tubes that 
were driven in the ground.  Campbell Scientifics’ CS616 monitored changes in soil 
water content. 

 

Figure 27  The left panel depicts the principle of operation of TDR-based soil moisture sensors 
(see text).  The right panel is a photograph of CS616 water content reflectometer. 
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The internal circuitry of the CS616 detects the reflected pulse and triggers the next pulse. 

In free air the frequency of the pulses are 70 MHz. The frequency is scaled down at the output of 

the CS616 to allow for easier measuring.  As water content increases, the propagation velocity of 

the pulses decreases.  The probe output frequency or period is empirically related to the water 

content using a calibration equation.  This output swings form -0.7V to 0.7V. A standard 

calibration equation given in the datasheet is 

                          
  

The outputted period is in microseconds and the result is volumetric water content on a factional 

basis. Multiply by 100 to express in percent volumetric water content.  Standard calibration 

coefficients listed in the data sheet are C0 = -0.0663, C1 = -0063 and C2 = 0.0007. 

One must be very careful when inserting the rods in the ground to maintain an equal 

distance between the rods.  The period of the CS616 in air is approximately 14.7 microseconds, 

and the period in saturated soil is approximately 31 microseconds.  The CS616 draws 65 mA at 

12 VDC when enabled and 45 A quiescent.  The maximum cable length is 1000 feet (305 m).  

The CS616 are equipped with an enable/disable line for putting the sensor in power down mode 

to conserve energy. 

For proper soil moisture measurements the CS616 needs to be calibrated to the soil type.  

One possible way this can be done by taking a soil sample and weighing the sample, and then 

completely drying the sample and reweighing the sample with the water removed.  This 

technique is called the gravimetric method.  The difference between the weights is the weight of 

the water contained in the soil.  I was assured by Dr. Logsdon (personal communication, 2009) at 

the National Laboratory for Agriculture & the Environment that it is possible to observe the 

percentage change in soil water content without calibrating the probe to a specific soil type. 

The 2.4 GHz radio module was test first with data throughput baud rate set to 9600 bits/s. 

Both antennas were lowered to a depth of 0.5 meter with a separation distance of 0.33 meter. The 

RSSI was averaged over 120 packet transmission and recorded. The remote echo server was then 
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lowed into the next PVC tube located at a distance of 0.66 meter. The RSSI was again averaged 

over a 120 packets. This process was repeated until the communication link failed for all 120 

packets. This entire process was then repeated for antennas lowered to a depth of one meter. 

Once all measurements were made, the same investigation process was preformed for the 

900 MHz modules. The soil moisture varied little between links over the time I performed the 

experiment, and remained around 34%. 

Figure 28 shows the RSSI data collected for both 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz at antenna 

depths of 0.5 and one meter along with a linear approximation for the sampled data points. 

Markers represent an average of 120 measurements.   

The top panel is RSSI data collected at 900 MHz collected for antennas buried in soil at 

depths of 0.5 meter in blue and depths of one meter in red for various separation distances. The 

model is also shown for data collected at a depth of 1 m.  The bottom panel shows 2.4 GHz RSSI 

data collected for antennas buried in soil at depths of 0.5 and one meter for various separation 

distances. Lines shown are linear approximations for reference only since attenuation of 

collected data was high. 

A Buried Sensor Network 

The next step was to construct and operate a multi-mote underground WSN.  I 

constructed the network using so-called EduMotes that are used for a class in Wireless Sensor 

networks at The University of Iowa.  The EduMotes shown in Figure 29 consist of power supply, 

ATmega128 microcontroller, MaxStream radio, Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and sensor area.  

Figure 30 shows the design of such a network that was used for this trial. 

Rather than burying all the electronics, I buried the only the antennas.  I programmed the 

EduMotes to route the packets as indicated in the Figure 30.  Node    originates a packet that the 

other nodes route to a base station located at    as the packet traverses the network, nodes tack 
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Figure 28  The top panel is RSSI data collected at 900 MHz collected for antennas buried in soil 
at depths of 0.5 meter in blue and depths of one meter in red for various separation 
distances. The model is also shown for data collected at a depth of 1 m.  The bottom 
panel shows 2.4 GHz RSSI data collected for antennas buried in soil at depths of 0.5 
and one meter for various separation distances. Lines shown are linear 
approximations for reference only since attenuation of collected data was high. 
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the RSSI between it and the previous node and record that links RSSI in the packet.  The base 

station records time-series data of the RSSI of the various links.  The TDR soil moisture probes 

where installed at strategic places in the WSN.  This allowed me to investigate the impact of 

changing soil moisture on the quality of the communication links.  The information about RSSI 

and VWC collected in this network would lead to the experiment preformed in chaper V of this 

document. 

 

Figure 29  EduMote node used in field experiments and for teaching purposes at The University 
of Iowa. The EduMote consist of power supply, ATmega128 microcontroller, 
MaxStream radio, LCD, and sensor area. 
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Figure 30  Schematic of proof-of-concept buried WSN.  Packets are routed from R0 to R4 via 
Path #1 as well as Path #2.  Packets' payloads are the links’ RSSI measures. R4 
transmits the payloads to the base station above ground. 

 

 

Figure 31  An EduMote, which The University of Iowa uses for laboratory exercises in WSNs, 
inside its enclosure.  I used EduMotes to build the underground WSN.  Rather than 
burying the whole node, we only burry the antennas.  Soil moisture was also 
monitored in between links. 
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Figure 31 shows an EduMote with power supply inside of it plastic enclosure along with 

Campbell Scientific model CS616 soil moisture probe.  The probes were installed in the top 

15 cm of soil to minimize soil disruption.  Figure 32 shows the entire experimental setup 

deployed in the field to test the feasibility of underground WSN.  

Results  

Figure 33 shows a 3-day time series Time-series of RSSI data for links        in 

Path 1, and        in Path 2 of the prototype WSN (see above).  When the longer link 

       fails, the other links provides an alternate route for packet delivery (shaded area). 

The RSSI, while low, is sufficient for the WSN to operate.  When a marginal link fails, 

other motes take over and route the packet.  We were hoping to operate the WSN for several 

months to see the effect of soil moisture changes resulting from rainfall, but the timing was such 

that we could not.  As an alternative, we wetted the soil at various locations, simulating a rain 

event.  Figure 34 summarizes the results from such an experiment. 

 

Figure 32  Experimental setup.  Only the antennas were installed below the below the surface of 
the ground at a depth of 80 cm.  The antennas were lowered into PVC tubes driven 
into the ground.  Motes were sealed from the elements inside of plastic containers.  
CS616 soil moisture probes monitored soil conditions between links.  Data consisted 
of RSSI and soil moisture between all links.  All data was routed and stored at the 
base station that consisted of custom data logger designed for this experiment. 
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Figure 33  RSSI for a three meter link (blue) and a shorter alternative path (red) are shown for a 
three day period.  As the soil was manually moistened, the longer link began to drop 
packet and only the alternative route was available for packet routing.  Packets were 
transmitted every two minutes and the dark lines are the five minute moving average 
of RSSI. 

 

Figure 34  Time-series of RSSI data for link    –    in Path 1 in the prototype WSN.  The soil 
was wetted with ~5 gallons of water shortly after the start of the test.  As the water 
seeps into the soil, the link’s attenuation increases (RSSI decreases) and then slowly 
increases as the soil dries out. 
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The soil was wetted in the middle of the link at the location of the CS616 probe.  The 

probe immediately showed an increase in VWC since it was installed in the top 15 cm of soil.  

After about eight hours the water began to attenuate the RF signal for that the link, the antennas 

for that link had been installed at a depth of one meter.  The black line in the in the bottom panel 

of Figure 34 indicates the moving 15 minute moving average of RSSI measurements.  RSSI and 

soil moisture for the link were sampled every minute.  The RSSI measurements were obtained 

using the built in AT commands of the module and provide the RSSI of the previous packet.  

From the plot one can see that single strength varied nearly 15 dBm between samples.  Signal 

strength recovered as the water dispersed in the ground and is evident in the diminishing soil 

moisture reading from the CS616. 

For a network to be feasible alternative routes will be needed longer links. Alternatively 

longer links can be achieved by not burying the motes as deep in the ground.  The tradeoff 

between sensor depth, soil moisture conditions and farming practices will all need to be taken 

into account when deciding maximum link distance. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The experimental results show that one can operate radios underground and create 

underground WSNs.  In an agricultural research setting, an advantage of such buried wireless 

sensor networks is that, if nodes were buried deep enough, they may be left in place during 

agricultural field work (Niemeier et al. 2006, Niemeier et al. 2008).  Links of a few meters are 

possible for typical soil found in eastern Iowa.  Although short, these links provide the 

possibility for motes to be buried enough to allow farm practices to take place without the 

removal of equipment.  It may be possible for one to recharge mote internal batteries using 

inductive coupling through the soil or possible through thermal gradients within the soil.  This 

would eliminate the need to dig up motes to replace batteries.   

It is clear that from the data that water contained in the soil modulates the RF signal and 

that it may be possible to quantify the amount of water present in the soil by improving RSSI 
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measurement techniques used in this experiment (Chapter V).  From this data it is also clear that 

one needs to take into account varying soil moisture conditions before deploying an underground 

network.  As shown in Figure 33 link communication reliability is function of soil moisture.  

Long links installed in dry conditions will suffer in performance during wet conditions.  The 

bounds on link transmission distances will be determined primarily by the soil moisture 

conditions and soil type that will be present over time with in the link.  Modules operating at the 

lowest possible frequency should be selected if transmission distance is to be optimized.  

Power consumption is an important issue in wireless sensor networks.  This is especially 

true in a buried network where battery replacement is a major undertaking.  Nodes will need to 

have a self contained power source that may need to supply power for several years.  The 

selection of the RF modules transmission power will also need to be taken into consideration.  A 

power selectable RF module would be preferred to provide reliable transmission under changing 

soil moisture conditions. 
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CHAPTER V 

SOIL MOISTURE ESTIMATION 

The next three chapters explore the possibilities of using unlicensed RF modules for 

alternative purposes than communication links.  The applications shown here stem from my 

previous work at the Iowa Validation Site located near Ames, Iowa.  The purpose of this site is in 

the validation of remotely sensed soil moisture measurement.  Primarily a look at how remotely 

sensed soil moisture estimations are effected by vegetation, and moreover, the dew on 

vegetation.  My part in this experiment was to design, build and implement a system for data 

collection of soil moisture and soil temperature sensors deployed in the 200 acre field used in the 

production of corn and soybeans.  In-situ measurements were intended to validate the soil 

moisture measurements calculated by radiometers.  The sensors were deployed at depths of 1.5, 

4.5, 15, 30 and 60 cm.  The measurements collected at depths of 1.5 and 4.5 cm were of primary 

concern, since radiometers operating at L-band frequencies can be used to calculate the soil 

moisture to a few centimeters of soil.  NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite 

incorporates L-band radar and an L-Band radiometer that share a single feedhorn and parabolic 

mesh reflector.  The goal is to combine attributes of both the radar and the radiometer in terms of 

spatial resolution and sensitivity to soil moisture, surface roughness and vegetation.  Soil 

moisture will be estimated at a resolution of 10 km. 

Also as part of my ongoing work at the Iowa Flood Center (IFC), I have been charged 

with incorporating soil moisture and soil temperature measurements into the existing rain gauge 

network.  By incorporating the state of soil moisture with rain data it may be possible to better 

estimate river stage during flood conditions.  One proposed task is to provide a distributed soil 

moisture measurement over a several meter area.  One of the traditional techniques to 

accomplish this would be to install several in-situ point measurement sensors and interpolate 

conditions between probes.  There are several drawbacks to this technique in the difficulty of 

routing power and data wiring to all the sensors, the cost of numerous sensors and point 
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measurement uncertainty.  The uncertainty could come from improper installation or local 

anomalies within the soil.  As an alternative I explored the possibilities of using RF links as a 

way to provide a distributed soil moisture estimation that is economical and needs little extra 

need equipment. 

Experimental Setup 

After analyzing the data collected from the underground sensor network, there appears to 

be a relationship between soil moisture and signal attenuation.  To explore this relationship, a 

network of 12 motes operating at 900 MHz was deployed evenly spaced around the perimeter of 

a three meter diameter circle.  As in the previous experiment only the antennas would be below 

the surface of the ground.  The antennas were lowered into 2.54 cm PVC pipes that were driven 

into the ground to a depth of 60 cm.  Both ends of the PVC pipe were sealed to prevent water 

from entering the tube and distorting measurements.  Seven CS616 soil moisture probes with 

accompanying temperature probes were installed inside of the circle to monitor changes in soil 

moisture and soil temperature.  Figure 35 illustrates the experimental setup used for this 

experiment.  Nodes were labeled using hexadecimal notation from 0B.  The seven soil 

moisture- soil temperature probes were installed in an evenly spaced grid pattern.  All CS616 

probes were installed vertically to provide an integrated soil moisture estimate of the top 30 cm 

of soil. The soil temperature probes were installed in the top 8 cm of soil.  To minimize the soil 

disruption, no probes were buried in the soil to obtain soil moisture estimations beyond a depth 

of 30 cm. 

The goal of this experiment was to explore the possibilities of exploiting the fact that 

changes in soil moisture modulates the RF signal between links.  It may be possible for one to 

use RSSI measurements between links to create a soil moisture map of the area encompassed by 

the ring of motes, since RSSI provides a distributed measurement over the entire link.  As 

opposed to interpolating between point measurements obtained by the CS616 probe.   
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Figure 35  Layout of experimental setup for testing signal attenuation and soil moisture.  The 
antennas for 12 motes operating at 900 MHz were lowered into the ground to a depth 
of 60 cm around the perimeter of a three meter diameter circle.  Each mote was given 
a unique ID consisting of a hexadecimal value between 0B.  Seven CS616 soil 
moisture probe paired with temperature probes and installed inside the circle of 
radios. Each CS616 and accompanying temperature probe was given a unique address 
for identification.  The CS616 sensors were installed into the top 30 cm of soil and 
temperature sensor in the top 8 cm of soil. 
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Each CS616 sensor was paired with a temperature sensor and given a unique address for 

identification.  The soil moisture- and soil temperature data collected in fifteen minute intervals 

were transmitted back to The University of Iowa through a cellular modem and available in table 

format on a web interface specifically created for this experiment.  Custom electronics sampled 

and transmit the output of each sensor to the database.  Figure 36 shows the electronics designed 

to collect and transmit data to the database along with electronics needed to make RSSI 

measurements for one link and TDR probe with electronics used to estimate VWC. 

All motes in the RSSI monitoring network were programmed identically with the 

exception of a unique address. The address was a hexadecimal value between zero and B.  The 

base station orchestrates all mote transmissions, data collection and storage.  All motes and base 

station use Maxstream’s 9XStream radio modules.  All radio modules were programmed with the 

same settings as to allow all members of the network to receive all transmissions.  Unlike the 

motes, the base station antenna was installed above ground.  Installing the base station antenna 

above ground improved signal strength between mote and base stations since there was 

approximately 60 cm of soil between the base station and any given mote.  Motes use the pulse 

width modulated (PWM) RSSI output of the 9XStream radio module for measuring signal 

strength.  The radio automatically outputs a pulse whose duration is proportional to the signal 

strength of the incoming packet.  By using this functionality, the RSSI for multiple packets can 

be averaged as packets are received.  This was a major improvement over the previous 

underground network experiment, where the RSSI was measured for one packet only using AT 

commands.  In that experiment RSSI, was measured over a link every minute and the RSSI value 

was measured only for the previously received packet.  This technique resulted in measurements 

that varied by up to 15 dBm between consecutive measurements, which made it difficult to 

clearly draw any conclusions on the relationship between RSSI and soil moisture.  Figure 37 

shows the experimental installation of previously described experiment in an urban setting.  
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Figure 36  Components used to validate RSSI measurements in making soil moisture 
measurements. Top: the custom data-logger with cell modem used to collect soil 
moisture and soil temperature to be transmitted back to The University of Iowa.  
Lower left: is pair of XStream RF modules with support electronics used for 
measuring RSSI.  Lower right: TDR probe with support electronics used in making 
VWC estimations. 

 

Figure 37  Experimental setup for comparing changes in soil moisture to changes in RF signal 
attenuation at 900 MHz as depicted in Figure 35.  Seven soil moisture- soil 
temperature probes were installed inside a ring of 12 buried radio antennas.  Data was 
transmitted to The University of Iowa by cellular transmission. 
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Data Collection 

As seen in this Figure 8, repeated RSSI measurements stabilize when measurements are 

averaged over more packets.  To save power averages were made over 200 packets for this 

experiment since all equipment was run from one battery.  The base station can instruct any 

selected mote to transmit 200 packets, followed by a series of packets that indicate to listening 

nodes to stop sampling the RSSI of incoming transmissions.  All motes that detect transmissions, 

average the RSSI for incoming packets until signaled to stop sampling the RSSI.  After enough 

time has elapsed for all 200 packets to be transmitted the base station also transmits the cue to 

stop sampling RSSI.  This is done in case all previous cues to stop sampling RSSI may have be 

dropped due to poor link quality.  The base station then polls the RSSI for each mote starting 

with zero and ending with B.  The mote that transmitted the 200 packets returns the default value 

of -115 dBm. Any mote that didn’t receive any transmissions or dropped more than 75% of the 

total transmissions returned the default value of -115 dBm.  The default value for poor links was 

selected to be lower than the 9XStream’s receiver sensitivity of -110 dBm.  After the RSSI for all 

links is collected the base station records the timestamp, which mote transmitted the packets 

followed by the RSSI for all motes in network on a SD card.  Once all values are recorded the 

base stations sends a command for all motes to clear all internally stored RSSI values.  The base 

station sends the request for the next mote to transmit the series of packets then repeats the 

process of recording the RSSI at each mote.  It takes approximately four minutes to sample and 

record all possible RSSI measurements.  Power considerations and total time of execution were 

also driving factors in choosing a value of 200 packets for averaging.  This value allowed for the 

sample rate to be increased to every five minutes if deemed necessary later in the experiment.  

Although the total time need to make a complete sample may seem long at nearly five minutes, 

the total change in soil moisture up to a depth of 60 cm may vary little in the time frame.   
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Figure 38  Normalized time series of underground link RSSI (red) and soil moisture data (blue), 
collected over a nine day period in mid-September 2010.  Soil moisture probes were 
installed to measure water content in the top 30 cm of soil.  Radio antennas were 
buried at a depth of 60 cm.  During this period there were four rain events that altered 
soil moisture content.  As the water content of soil moisture increased the attenuation 
of the RF signal also increased. 

Data Analysis 

The real time clock (RTC) on both the soil moisture data-logger and RSSI base station 

provided a synchronized sample interval.  Ninety six samples were collected from both systems 

in a twenty four hour period.  The system was deployed in an urban setting in an open area with 

numerous surrounding trees.  Little direct light fell on the sample area and the area remained 

shaded throughout the day.  Nearly 200 mm of rainfall in the previous four weeks before 

installation had made the soil water content high.  At deployment the volumetric water content 

(VWC) was observed to be about 46% using the factory provided formula.  Without site specific 

calibration the precise value cannot be verified.  Without going through the process of 

calibration, the CS616 can only provide the change in soil moisture over time.  After installation, 

four rain events were observed in a one week period.  Figure 38 shows data collected for RF 

signal attenuation for one link and VWC calculated from the soil moisture probe located within 
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that link over an eight day period. Both values were scaled to facilitate a visual comparison of 

change in attenuation compared with changes in VWC.  The data shows an increase in VWC for 

each rain event and a corresponding increase in attenuation of the RF signal.  The attenuation 

corresponds to the 1  9 transect in Figure 35 and the VWC time series is from TDR probe 

281DEE in that same figure.  Outlier and dropped communication were removed from the data 

set and not shown. 

To facilitate visual comparison the time series were manipulated as follows.  First, the 

means for both series were subtracted.  Next the RSSI values were scaled by 0.4, before plotting.  

The shaded areas in the figure indicate rain events which modifies the soil moisture.  The figure 

suggest a strong correlation between VWC and link attenuation.  In fact, the linear correlation 

coefficient, namely 

  
               

                    
 

between the two time series in the figure is quite high: 0.967.  Table 5 summarizes the 

attenuation-VWC correlation coefficient between other transect and nearest neighbor TDR 

probes.  The correlation coefficients are generally high for all links. 

 Figure 39 illustrates the simple mathematical model 

   
   

   

   

introduced in Chapter I of the thesis.  This plot shows how RSSI changes with separation 

distance for underground communication.  The VWC of the soil remained nearly constant during 

this period and varied between 52-55% for this group of data.  Since the instruments were 

located on the perimeter of a circle there are multiple different transects of the same length.  For 

example transects 2  5, 2  B and 1  4 are all the same length, to name but a few 

possibilities.  Since the soil was near saturation, not all possible links offered reliable 
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communication.  Four distances did offer reliable communication at this VWC and are shown. 

Links of distance greater than 2.75 m were beyond the sensitivity of the receivers.  As stated 

Table 5  Correlation Coefficient for attenuation of RF transect and VMC. 

Transect TDR Probe Correlation Coefficient 

1  B 281DEE 0.947 

1  B 281D63 0.939 

1  A 281DEE 0.854 

1  A 281D63 0.868 

1  3 281D63 0.913 

1  3 287BC1 0.927 

2  A 281DEE 0.923 

2  A 281D63 0.927 

1  9 281DEE 0.967 

previously the RSSI measurements were averaged over 200 packets.  For each possible distance 

plotted, the scatter in RSSI measurements is near 6 dB and is indicative of what one would 

expect looking back at Figure 8 when averaging over 200 packets.  The value of 6 dB is slightly 

higher but soil conditions also varied slightly during this period. 

Since the soil was near saturation which is the worst case scenario for signal attenuation 

in soil, link reliability will only improve as the soil dries.  The information shown in Figure 39 is 

also valuable for the networks depicted in Chapter IV.  For underground networks operating in 

this type of soil, links of distance more than 2.5 m will have unreliable communication.  Setting 

the bounds for soil conditions allows for estimation of link reliability.  The data collected during 

this trial suggests links of distance 3 m will only have reliable communication if the VWC is 
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lower than 40%, while links of 1.5 m will have reliable communication under any soil 

conditions. 

Alternatively the model can be verified by looking at the data collected over links at a 

single distance.  Figure 40 show an interesting way of plotting the data for the model using all 

links at a fixed distance of 2.6 m.  This plots shows all the measured RSSI for all links for 

distance 2.6 m for changes in VWC ranging from 4660%.  A linear fit of the data is 

represented by the dark line.  

 

Figure 39  Measured RSSI for all possible links at four fixed distances at near a constant 
volumetric water content of soil of 5255%.  The data follows the simple model 
with α = -18.78 dB/m. 
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Figure 40  Measured RSSI for links of distance 2.6 m for various VWC.  The data follows the 
model e

-2αR
/R

n
 for fixed distance R and α is a function of VWC. 

Conclusions 

It was shown in the previous chapter that it is possible to create underground networks 

using ISM radios.  The RSSI data collected in an underground network alluded to a possible 

connection between signal attenuation and VWC.  Attenuation of RF signals is clearly modulated 

by soil moisture in underground networks.  This opens the door to thinking of the RF modules as 

a sensor capable of making distributed soil moisture measurements.  An experimental 

underground network operating at 900 MHz was developed to validate this hypothesis.  Changes 

in signal attenuation when compared with change in VWC followed the mathematical model 
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described in Chapter II of this thesis.  The data showed a good correlation between attenuation 

and VWC. 

This technique is an improvement over the existing technologies since  it is low cost, 

straight forward to operate, easy to install and provides a distributed measurement.  The cost of a 

single RF link is similar in price of two CS616 probes used to validate measurements.  No 

expertise is needed to make RSSI measurements and little support electronics are needed.  

Installation consists of lowering antennas into PVC pipes driven into the ground.  Soil moisture 

measurement can be made without disruptions of the area were measurements are made.  This 

allows for the possibility to measure soil moisture around root balls of trees and other locations 

that were it has been traditionally difficult to measurements in the past.  

Variations in soil type will effect soil moisture estimations and therefore site specific 

calibration will need to be preformed.  This is true of many of the soil moisture sensors that are 

commercially available.    
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CHAPTER VI 

VEGETATION WATER CONTENT 

In this chapter, I describe experiments and results that strongly suggest the use of radios 

as sensors for measuring corn water content, and by extension, vegetation water content (Hunt et 

al. in press, and J. Giacomin et al. 2007).  The relevance of this work is that vegetation water 

content can influence passive microwave remote sensing of soil moisture.  This is discussed in 

more detail in the Conclusion section of Chapter VII. 

As part of an ongoing research effort at The University of Iowa, seven rain gauge 

platforms are deployed in a 1×1-km cornfield near Ames, Iowa.  Each site transmits its data to 

The University of Iowa via a cellular modem operating at 1.8 GHz, at 15 minute intervals.  To 

monitor communications quality, the system records the received signal at each site in the field 

every 15 minutes.  As the growing season progressed, we noticed changes in the signal strength.  

The signal strength data is quite noisy, yet one can clearly identify a long-term trend where the 

signal strength decreases as the growing season progresses and the plants progressively obscure 

the radios’ view to the cell towers.  Inspection of the data suggested a diurnal cycle.  At the end 

of the growing season, as the plants dried out and were harvested, the signal strength recovered.   

The hypothesis was that the vegetation caused these changes, and we decided to explore 

this possibility.  This is reasonable, since it is well known that vegetation affects the propagation 

of radio signals (Bertoni et al. 1999).  Thus, even though we did not collect signal strength data 

for this purpose, the data gathered between mid-May and the end of October 2007 provide an 

opportunity to investigate how corn affects the propagation of radio waves.  One can think of this 

as an unplanned experiment that uses signal strength data from cellular modems in the cornfield.  

We were excited about the cellular-modem aspect.  We performed analysis on the data (Hunt et 

al. in press), and the results were promising enough that we subsequently conducted a planned 

experiment and made high-resolution measurement of signal strength variations through a corn 

canopy, this experiment is discussed in detail in a later chapter.  Concurrently, other researchers 

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/results.asp?ATH=Henry+L%2E+Bertoni
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are recognizing the feasibility of using the commercial cellular communication infrastructure for 

hydroscience research (David et al. 2009, Leijnse et al. 2007, Messer et al. 2007, Messer 2006). 

An Unplanned Experiment 

As I mentioned above, the unplanned experiment refers to analysis of the signal strength 

data obtained from seven cellular modems deployed in a cornfield near Ames, Iowa, during 

2007.  The deployment was part of a NASA-funded project.  Figure 41 top shows the NASA 

Rain Gauge (NRG) deployment in the corn field relative to the cellular tower.  Figure 41 bottom 

shows a dual tipping bucket rain gauge platform developed by IIHR at The University of Iowa 

for monitoring rain fall. To monitor the health of the data collection system, the cell modems 

record the signal strength at the cell modem located in the field.  Figure 42 illustrates the location 

of each rain gauge relative to the local topography.  Gauges NRG01, NRG02 and NRG03 are in 

the flat part of the field with unobstructed views of the cell tower.  Gauges NRG04, NRG05 and 

NRG06 were located on the opposite side of a small hill and NRG07 is located in a depression in 

the southeast corner of the field.  The topography between the deployment field and cell tower 

was relatively flat. 

The field north of the experimental site was planted with soybeans, whose height at 

maturity was shorter than the antenna height.  Gauges NRG01, NRG02 and NRG03 were located 

along the north edge of the field and had no vegetation to block their views of the cellular tower.  

Gauges NRG04, NRG05 and NRG06 were all located in the middle of the corn field inside of the 

canopy.  NRG07 was inside of the canopy approximately 20 meters from the southern bordering 

gravel road and approximately 20 meters from the east bordering highway.  All antennas were 

located at a height of 0.6 meters above ground.  At maturity the corn reaches a height of 

approximately 2.5 meters.  This placed the antenna in the lower one fourth of the total canopy 

height.  Around the second week of June the corn had overtaken the modem’s antenna and the 

corn reached its final height around the second week of July.   
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Figure 41  The top panel shows the experimental site at Ames, Iowa, and the bottom panel shows 
the dual tipping platform that houses a cell modem for relaying data.  We observed 
variations in the cell modem RSSI, which inspired the techniques outlined in this 
chapter. 
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Figure 42  Gauges NRG01, NRG02 and NRG03 are in the flat part of the field with unobstructed 
views of the cell tower.  Gauges NRG04, NRG05 and NRG06 were located on the 
opposite side of a hill from the tower and NRG07 is located in a depression in the 
southeast corner of the field.  The topography between the deployment field and cell 
tower was relatively flat. 

Figure 43 shows the RSSI time-series for one of the sites in the field.  The time-series 

exhibits a long-term trend with decreasing RSSI as the corn grows, and a signal strength 

recovery as the corn senesce.  There is a distinct jump in the RSSI on the day that the farm 

manager harvested the corn.  Additionally, if one zooms into the data, the fluctuations suggest a 

diurnal cycle. 

Simple Propagation Model 

Figure 44 depicts a simple propagation model for the radio signals from the tower to a 

cell modem at the cornfield.  The direct transmission path from the cell tower to a modem in the 
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cornfield consists of a distance La about 2.3 km though the air, and a distance Lc that ranges from 

0–1 km though the corn.  Radio waves are attenuated far more by vegetation than air, and we 

expect the average attenuation of signals between the cell tower and a cell station in the field to 

be proportional to Lc.  We also expect the signal attenuation to be proportional to the water 

content of the corn.  Additionally, we expected that rain would have a big impact on the signal 

strength.  We did not consider the effects of dew on the corn. 

Determining Corn Water Content 

To investigate the relationship between RSSI and plant water content, we collected corn 

plant samples over a 2-month period from mid-August until mid-October.  Since the original 

experiment looked at plant water content, samples were not collect at a consistent time of day.  

Some samples were collected very early in the morning while the dew was still on the plants.  

Other samples were collected in the afternoon when all the dew had dried off of the plants.  At 

this point little thought was given to a possible daily cycle generated by the dew on the plant’s 

leaves.   

The sampling process consisted of collecting six sets of whole corn plants near antenna 

locations.  The plants were selected to be of good representation for the plants in that area.  Some 

samples collected in the morning may have contained dew on the leaves.  No attempt was made 

to remove the dew from the plants during the collection process.  We divided each plant into 4 

sections, namely ―top‖,‖ middle-top‖, ―middle-bottom‖, and ―root‖.  We sealed the plant in bags 

at the field to prevent water loss.  At the lab, we weighed the bags, and then dried samples by 

opening the bags and circulate air over them, see Figure 45.  Once the plants lost most of their 

water, we dried the samples further in a microwave oven, taking care not to burn the samples.  

We then weighed the plant material again and calculated the total water content of the plant by 

subtracting the dried sample mass from the original sample mass. 
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Figure 43  The top plot shows RSSI time series for Station 7.  One can clearly observe a long-
term decrease, and then a gradual increase in the received radio signal.  On the day 
the corn was harvested, the average RSSI jumped 10 dBm.  Other stations showed 
similar behavior. The bottom plot is an exploded view of time series plot that 
suggests that a diurnal cycle in the RSSI signal may be present as well (red line, 
drawn in by hand). 

 

Figure 44  Cell modems in the rain gauge network at the experimental site in Ames transmitted 
through a combination of corn and air.  Antennas are located in the lower one fourth 
of the mature plant height. 
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Figure 45  Drying corn plants to determine plant water content.  Sample plants were harvested 
from the field, weight, dried and reweighed to calculate the water contained in the 
plant.  We performed this 6 times over the summer of 2007.  

 

 

Figure 46  The top plot is a contour plot of interpolated plant water content (by weight), for the 
whole plant.  The uniformity indicated here is representative of the water content at 
other times and individual parts of the plants.  Dots indicate collection locations.  The 
plant water content was uniform with respect to weight, so we averaged all values for 
a day.  The bottom plot shows the results. 
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Next we analyzed the plant water contents.  We were surprised (as electrical engineers) 

that green corn can be by weight, 80% water.  Thus, from the perspective of a radio wave, a corn 

field appears as a matrix of straws filled with water.  Second, we did not see any significant 

variation in plant water content with respect to height.  The ―top‖, ―middle-top‖, ―middle-

bottom‖, and ―root‖ parts all have approximately the same amount of water.  Third, on any given 

day, we did not observe major variations of the plant water content across the field.  Figure 46 

shows an interpolated contour plot of the plant water content on one day, indicating a field 

average of about 60%.  Because plant water content was uniform with height and across the 

field, we averaged all values for a particular day.  These values are also shown in Figure 46, 

indicating how the plants dried over the 2-month period. 

 

Figure 47  The top plot shows RSSI as a function of plant water content for Station 5.  The 
bottom plot shows normalized linear fits for all stations.  Surprisingly, Station 7, 
which transmits through the longest path of corn, shows the least variation of plant 
water content. 
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Figure 48  Average (for all stations) power spectral density of RSSI.  One can clearly observe a 
spike at 1 cycle/day, indicating a diurnal cycle in the RSSI.  This is consistent with 
results from Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and Data Stacking, see below. 

Corn Water Content and RSSI 

Figure 47 (top plot) shows the RSSI as a function of plant moisture content for Station 5.  

There is significant scatter; this is due to the quantization of the RSSI measurement and the 

overriding daily cycle.  I believe one can conclude that RSSI decreases with increasing plant 

moisture.  Figure 47 (bottom) plots the least squares fit of daily average vs. vegetation water for 

all stations.  To ease comparison between stations, we normalized the least squares fit so all 

stations have the same RSSI at the minimum water content.  This graph illustrates that the 

attenuation of RSSI is a function of both vegetation water content and the distance the signal 

travels through the corn.  For example, stations 1, 2 and 3 (light colored lines), which have a 

clear view to the cell tower, show less change in RSSI as the vegetation dries than do stations 4, 

5, and 6 (dark colored lines), which transmit through the corn.  An anomaly is station 7; its 

attenuation is the least dependent on vegetation water content despite transmitting the longest 

distance through the corn.  A possible reason for this is an elevated area that partially obscures 

the transmission path between Station 7 and the cell tower.  
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Diurnal Cycles 

Inspection of the time series data suggested that the cell modem RSSI exhibits a diurnal 

cycle—see Figure 43.  We confirmed a diurnal cycle using three different methods, namely 

Fourier-based spectral analysis, Empirical Mode Decomposition, and data stacking. 

Fourier Spectral Analysis 

We performed a spectral analysis of the RSSI data to confirm a diurnal cycle.  To obtain 

a complete set of evenly spaced data points, missing data points were interpolated by averaging 

the ten data points before and after the missing point.  Next, we detrended the data by subtracting 

the three-day moving average from each data point.  Next, we divided the data for each station 

into four sections and computed the power spectral density after applying a Hamming window 

(Press et al. 2007).  Finally, we averaged the power spectral densities from all the stations to 

obtain a field-averaged power spectral density.  This field-averaged power spectral density 

contained pronounced spikes at one cycle per day and harmonics of a cycle per day, confirming a 

diurnal RSSI cycle. 

Empirical Mode Decomposition 

Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is a method of breaking down a signal without 

leaving the time domain (Huang et al. 1998, Wu and Huang 2005).  One can compare it to other 

analysis methods such as Fourier- and wavelet decomposition.  This process is useful for 

analyzing natural signals, which are most often non-linear and non-stationary.  EMD filters out 

functions that form a complete and nearly orthogonal basis for the original signal.  The functions, 

known as Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs), are sufficient to describe the signal.  Since the IMFs 

are in the time-domain and of the same length as the original signal, this allows for varying 

frequency in time.  Obtaining IMFs from real world signals is important because natural 

processes often have multiple causes, and each of these causes may happen at specific time 

intervals.  This type of data is evident in an EMD analysis, but hidden in the Fourier domain or 

in wavelet coefficients.  
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Figure 49 shows an EMD for the cell modem RSSI.   The EMD for the other stations are 

very similar.  Of interest to us is the daily periodic mode, which is the third plot from the top in 

the figure.  An expanded view of the daily periodic mode is shown in Figure 50, which clearly 

shows a diurnal cycle. 

 

Figure 49  Empirical mode decomposition for RSSI data from Station 3.  EMDs for other 
stations are very similar.    
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Figure 50  Zoomed in plot of the daily periodic mode, showing a clear diurnal cycle. 

Data Stacking/Averaging 

We also used data stacking to explore the daily cycle of the RSSI data.  The aim is to 

compute RSSI data for an ―average day‖.  First, we detrend the data as we describe above.  Then 

we divide a station’s data into runs that correspond to days.  Then we stack the days on top of 

each other and average across days.  One can think of the result, shown in Figure 51, as the 

signal variation with time for an average day.  Referring back to the location of the cell modems 

in the field (see Figure 41) note that some stations transmit through the corn, while others have a 

clear view to the cell tower.  We partitioned the data into these populations in Figure 51, and 

both clearly show a diurnal variation.  Additionally, the peak-to-peak signal variation is larger 

for stations transmitting through the corn than for stations with a clear path to the cell tower.  

This suggests that both atmospheric conditions and the corn contribute to RSSI fluctuations. 

Effect of Rain on Signal Strength 

From the previous analysis it is clear that corn water content strongly affects cell modem 

RSSI, but what about rain—how does that affect cell modem RSSI?  Since rain gauges were 

deployed in the field, we were able to evaluate the effect of rain on RSSI.  Comparing the RSSI 

time series with the time and rate of recorded rainfall showed that rain did not appear to affect 
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RSSI.  Furthermore, a scatter plot of RSSI and rainfall (Figure 52) shows that RSSI and rain are 

not significantly correlated.   

 

Figure 51  An ―average day‖ RSSI obtained using data stacking.   The left plot is for stations that transmit 
through the corn, while the right plot is for stations that have a clear view to the cell tower. 

 

Figure 52  Scatter plot of cell modem RSSI vs. rainfall rate.  The data suggests that there appears to be no 
correlation between rainfall and RSSI of the cell modem. 
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The result may be somewhat surprising to some, but one can explain this as follows. The 

attenuation of radio waves at 2.4 GHz by rain is small (Messer 2007).  Even at high rain rates, 

say 150 mm/h, the attenuation at 2.4 GHz is on the order of 0.096 dBm/km (Press et al. 2007).  

For the approximately 2-km length between the cell tower and the modems, the attenuation of 

the tower/station link is on the order of 0.33 dBm.  Figure 44 also shows that rain water 

collecting on the plants’ leaves has little effect on the signal strength.  The next chapter explores 

the effect of signal strength as rain collects on the plants’ leaves. 

Conclusions 

One can relate cell modem and radio module RSSI to corn water content.  The 

presence/absence of vegetation influences signal strengths, as shown by the sudden increase in 

RSSI when the crop was harvested.  The results from the cell modem (unplanned) experiment 

shows that signal strength is inversely proportional to the distance the signal propagates through 

the vegetation.  In addition, the signal strength is also inversely proportional to vegetation water 

content.  For both the cell modem RSSI and the RF module (Chapter VII) RSSI one can observe 

long-term changes in signal strength data that are similar to the annual changes in the corn.  

Inspection of the time-series data, Fourier spectral analysis, and Empirical Mode Decomposition 

(EMD) reveals clear diurnal cycles that one can relate to corn water content.  There is also a 

diurnal cycle in RSSI, which is similar to the diurnal pattern in vegetation water content.  

Finally, observations indicate that rain does not affect RSSI significantly.  This includes rain 

suspended in the air and any rainfall covering the exterior of the plants.  

I conclude that the signal strength of cellular communications can be an effective tool for 

monitoring the state of vegetation in an area.  Besides directly deploying cell modems to monitor 

vegetation characteristics, RSSI data from sensors deployed for other purposes or from cellular 

communication networks can also be analyzed to monitor vegetation.  Such measurements can 

be made with very limited data plans for the modem.  RSSI measurement can be made by 

―pinging‖ the tower without an addition need to transmit data.  There is no cost involved in 
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making RSSI measurements at the modem but a service plan is needed to get access to make 

measurements.  

Terrestrial satellite remote sensing often use microwave emissions, two examples are the 

Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission of the European Space Agency (SMOS 2010) 

and the upcoming Soil Moisture Active and Passive (SMAP) mission of the National 

Aeronautics and Space Agency (SMAP 2010).  Both use terrestrial microwave emissions to 

monitor soil moisture.  The effect of vegetation on terrestrial microwave emissions is well 

known (Hornbuckle 2004), but vegetation characteristics vary in time and space.  Measurements 

made by cellular modems potentially offer a way to quantify the state of vegetation over a large 

area over the entire season. 
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CHAPTER VII 

LEAF WETNESS 

The conclusions from the unplanned experiment were that corn water content affected the 

RSSI, also seen in Giacomin et al. 2007, while rain didn’t have a significant effect.  We 

hypothesize that during rain, water that accumulates on the plants attenuate the radio signal, 

while the rain itself causes little attenuation.  Further, the RSSI has a clear diurnal cycle.  Our 

hypothesis is that dew on plant leafs attenuates the radio signals, and by recording the received 

signal strength, one can detect changes in leaf wetness (Niemeier et al. 2009).  Further, such 

measurements are distributed/volume measurements that counters sampling errors inherent in 

point measurements.   

 

Figure 53  Schematic of experimental concept.  Small, low power radios are placed inside a corn 
field and transmit to a base station outside of the field. Leaf wetness modulates the 
attenuation through the canopy.  The base station records the received signal strength 
indicator (RSSI) and allows one to infer leaf wetness. 
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We devised an experiment to investigate the observed daily cycle using inexpensive 

radios as leaf wetness sensors.  We conducted the experiment during the summer of 2009.  We 

collaborated with other researchers who deployed leaf wetness sensors in the experimental field 

at the same time.  This experiment used radios operating at 2.4 GHz, which has a similar 

wavelength to L-band radiometers.  L-band radiometers operate at wavelength of   -   cm, 

corresponding to a frequency of  –     .     

Figure 53 illustrates the idea behind the experiment of how the RF modules were 

deployed in the field.  Module antennas were located in the middle of the corn plant and all 

transmissions for this experiment were contained within the canopy.  It was decided that a single 

node would be deployed with an unobstructed link for use as a control. 

Figure 54 shows the experimental setup in the field near Ames.  Nodes were placed on 

level ground, and the radio links were all contained within the canopy, except for one placed in a 

bare area adjacent to the corn field.  This latter node provides a control link—exposed to the 

same rain, atmospheric conditions, but it does not transmit through the corn canopy.  A control 

link was one of the main elements missing in the vegetation water content experiment.  There 

were no obstructions between the control and the base station.  The control was placed along an 

access road separating the validation field from the neighboring field.  A small amount of ground 

vegetation did grow in the path to a height similar to the antenna heights during the time of the 

experiment.  The control link was installed at a significantly farther distance from the base 

station, then nodes installed within the canopy.  We chose the antenna heights to be near the 

middle of the corn plant. Early in the experiment, we observed that the majority of the dew 

accumulated on the top 2/3 of the corn plant.  The rows of corn were spaced approximately 30 

inches apart and were perpendicular to the communication links.  Radio nodes were collocated 

with traditional leaf-wetness sensors operated by our collaborators.  There were six radio nodes 

in the field.  We had rain data available from and dual tipping bucket rain gauge stations in the 

field. 
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Figure 54  Locations of six RF nodes and base station collocated with rain gauge and leaf 
wetness sensors in the field in Ames.  Node ES02 was used as a control and had an 
unobstructed view of the base station, all other nodes were located within the canopy. 
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Figure 55  The bottom panel is an example of a resistive leaf wetness sensor.   In a resistive leaf 
wetness sensor, a change in resistance occurs at the wet-dry transition.  The change in 
resistance is in the range of 50 kΩ to 200 kΩ. The top panel is an example of a 
dielectric leaf wetness sensor.  A change in the dielectric constant occurs as the 
sensor wets and dries.  The manufacturer claims the sensor can detect trace amounts 
of water/ice on the sensor.  Both of these types of leaf wetness sensors merely model 
the leaf of a plant.   
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Figure 55 shows typical sensors used in leaf wetness measurements.  In a resistive leaf 

wetness sensor, a change in resistance occurs at the wet-dry transition.  The change in resistance 

is in the range of 50 kΩ to 200 kΩ.  For best results, the leaf wetness sensor should be field 

calibrated since the transition point will vary for different areas and vegetation.  The figure also 

shows an example of a dielectric leaf wetness sensor.  A change in the dielectric constant occurs 

as the sensor wets and dries. The manufacturer claims the sensor can detect trace amounts of 

water/ice on the sensor.  Both of these types of leaf wetness sensors merely model the leaf of a 

plant and therefore may not be indicative of the amount of dew on the plants.  As is the case 

when the plant enters the end of it life cycle and leaves wither as they dry.  Total leaf area 

decreases and must be taken into account when calculating the appropriate amount of water on 

the leaves relative to the leaf wetness measurement.  The modulated RF signal through the 

vegetation is primarily a function of the amount of dew on the plant and amount of water in the 

plants.  Changes in RSSI give a true indication of the change in the amount of water between the 

links.   

The base station measured and recorded the average received signal strength of each 

remote node.  The radios used for this experiment were Model 24XStream produced by Digi 

International.  This radio uses frequency-hop spread spectrum techniques to combat multipath 

and has several different user-selectable hopping sequences.  This model also has a pulse width 

modulated output proportional to the RSSI of the incoming packets.  This allowed for quick 

averaging of multiple received packets.  We recorded the average RSSI for each node every two 

minutes, which consisted of up to 120 packets.  Each packet consisted of eight ASCII characters 

along with the additional overhead need for the 24XStream.  

The 24XStream has a transmit power level of 50 mW (17 dBm) and a receiver sensitivity 

of          at a throughput data rate of 9600 bps.  Remote nodes consisted of a 24XStream 

connected to an ATmega8 microcontroller.  Both radio and microcontroller were put in low 

power sleep mode when not transmitting data packets to the base station.  The majority of the 

power consumption of the remote nodes could be attributed to the transmission of 120 data 
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packets.  26-Ah batteries provided power for remote nodes and base station.  At a sample rate of 

two minutes, the battery life was estimated to be approximately 45 days.  Since we planned for a 

50 to 60-day experiment, we used solar panels to augment the batteries.  Figure 56 shows some 

of the equipment used in the experiment.  Our collaborators placed four leaf wetness sensors at 

several locations throughout the field, with pairs of sensors at heights of 1/3 and 2/3 of canopy 

height.  They collected leaf wetness data every 15 minutes. 

We placed the equipment in the field for a two-week period prior to August 21, 2009.  

We spent this two-week period altering antenna heights and node locations.  By August 21, the 

corn plants were mature and had stopped growing.  Around September 10, 2009 corn plants 

began drying out.  By October 10, 2009 the corn was at the end of its life cycle and all 

equipment, except the rain gauges, was removed for field harvest.   

 

Figure 56  The radio antennas were installed in the center of the cornrows at about half of canopy height.  
Leaf wetness sensors were installed at one third and two-thirds canopy height. 2.4 GHz RF 
modules provided the links for making RSSI measurements.   
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Data Analysis 

Figure 57 shows a time series for all data types collected over a 50-day period from 

August 21 until October 10 in 2009.  Data shown in red is the received signal strength of remote 

node ES3 (see Figure 54) located inside of the canopy. The average of all four leaf-wetness 

sensors located at heights of 1/3 and 2/3 canopy height is shown in green. The average of the 

rainfall measurements collected by the dual rain gauge tipping buckets is shown in blue. 

Since the sample rates were different for the various instruments, the first step in data 

processing was to provide a uniform sample interval. The two-minute averages for the RSSI data 

were averaged to 15-minute intervals to match leaf wetness and rain data.  The second step in 

processing the data was to eliminate the gradual long-term change in plant water content as the 

plant dries and fixed attenuation due to different link distances.  RSSI time series were filtered 

using a 96-point (equivalent to 1 day) zero phase moving average digital filter.  The result was 

subtracted from the original series and the results for remote node ES0 is shown in Figure 58. 

Once all the remote node data were detrended, RSSI for links ES3, ES4, and ES5 were 

averaged for comparison with leaf wetness sensor data. Figure 59 shows the combined average 

of links ES3, ES4, and ES5 along with the data collected for the reference link. The reference 

link outside the corn shows much less variation, supporting the hypothesis that the plant moisture 

modulates RSSI. 

To establish if a daily cycle was present in the system, we calculated an ―average day‖ 

for the RSSI canopy nodes. The average day consist of all data point averaged at the same time 

every day for the entire 50 day period.  Figure 60 shows the average day calculated for nodes 

located within the canopy (red) along with average day calculated for reference node (black) and 

leaf wetness sensor nodes (green). Both rain data and RSSI data was sampled using Coordinated 

Universal Time (UTC) and leaf wetness sensor data was collected using Central Standard Time 

(CST).  Five hours was subtracted from the leaf wetness data to convert it to UTC time so to 

match the RSSI and rain data. 
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Figure 57  Time-series of RSSI from ES3 (red), voltage from leaf wetness sensor (green), and 
rain rate (blue).  One can observe long-term increase in RSSI as the corn dries out, as 
well as high-frequency fluctuations.  Our hypothesis is that these high frequency 
fluctuations are related to leaf wetness.  The bottom plot is a zoomed-in section of the 
time-series showing how rain changes the leaf wetness and attenuation, while the 
RSSI of the reference link (black) is essentially unaffected by rain. 

 

Figure 58  The left plot shows original RSSI data for site ES3 sampled at 2-minute intervals. The 
right plot is the detrended data averaged to 15-min intervals, and normalized to 0-
dBm attenuation. 
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Figure 59  RSSI for links ES3, ES4, and ES5 were averaged for comparison with leaf wetness 
sensor data. The reference link outside the corn shows much less variation, supporting 
the hypothesis that the plant moisture modulates RSSI. 

 

Figure 60  The plot shows an ―average day‖ leaf wetness and RSSI for both canopy nodes and 
the reference link. 
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Results suggest a clear relationship between leaf wetness and attenuation.  Significantly-

smaller variation in attenuation of reference link outside of corn, despite being four times farther 

from base station, implies water on plants is major cause of attenuation.  The variation of the 

reference node may be attributed to atmospheric vapor or minimal amount of vegetation that 

grew between the reference link and base station.  This particular leaf wetness sensor has a 

threshold set by the user. The threshold sets the lower limit of the sensor during dry conditions 

and is evident in the flat minimum of Figure 61. 

Leaf wetness sensors do not distinguish between rain events and dew. The effect of dew 

is different from the effect of rain on the signal attenuation.  Rain collects primarily on the top of 

the leaf, and dew collects to both the top and bottom of the leaf.  In fact, it collects on the whole 

plant.  Thus, it seems reasonable, more water is present on leafs during dew periods than when 

raining. The average day analysis for a no-rain, three-week period in early September is shown 

in Figure 61.  This figure shows a stronger daily cycle present when the effects of rain are not 

present. The correlation between leaf wetness measurement and RSSI was calculated to be R
2
 

= 0.83 and scatter plot is shown in Figure 62. 

 

Figure 61  The plot shows an ―average day‖ leaf wetness and RSSI for both canopy nodes and 
the reference link.  However, rather than the whole 50-day period, this plot 
corresponds to a three-week no-rain period. 
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Figure 62  Scatter plot of leaf wetness sensor output voltage versus normalized attenuation of the 
averaged RF signal for links ES3, ES4, and ES5.  A correlation coefficient of R

2 
= 0.83 

was calculated   

Discussion and Some Conclusions 

An exciting result from the planned experiment is that dew affects the RSSI, since this 

can have significant practical application for monitoring dew on plants at the field scale.  Kabela 

et al. 2008, look at dew frequency, duration, amount and distribution in corn and soybean plants 

over a 21 day period during June and July 2005 in Central Iowa.  Their finding concluded: dew 

was most likely to be present between 12:30 and 6:30 CST in both corn and soybean. At 1:30, 

6:00, and 6:30 CST (which correspond to the overpass times of three current or planned satellite 

remote sensing instruments), dew was present 76%, 71%, and 57% of the days, respectively, in 

corn and 76%, 62%, and 38% of the days, respectively, in soybean.  Dew was present until 7:00 

CST on about 40% of days. In corn, the majority of dew was found on top of the leaf for the light 

dew event.  For the moderate and heavy dew events, they found more dew on the bottom of a 

corn leaf than on the top in every instance.  The percentage of dew in the leaf collar was lowest 
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during the light dew event and greatest during the heavy dew event.  Soybean plants generally 

observed more dew on the top of a leaf than on the bottom for a light and moderate dew event, 

and more dew on the bottom than on the top in a heavy dew event.  

The deployment of a network of RF modules in a field may assist a better understanding 

of dew variability.  The measurement of such networks could aid in the validation of remotely 

sensed soil moisture estimations made by SMOS and SMAP.  Such networks will also provide 

information about the state of the vegetation as described in Chapter VII.  Measurements made 

by the RF module provide a true indication of the water contain on the plant, an improvement 

over the current technology that merely models the plant. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

FUTURE WORK 

Introduction 

From Chapter II an expression for the magnitude of a time-harmonic linearly-polarized 

plane wave traveling in the x direction is 

      
    

where   is the wave number or propagation constant, given by 

                    

As in Chapter II one can set         which leads to 

      
         

Note that both   and   depend on the dielectric permittivity, but I have only used   thus 

far.  Is it possible to use   to make similar and perhaps better measurements?  The answer is that 

in principle ―yes‖.  However, in practice this is not a simple matter, especially using the ISM 

radios that are the subject of discussion in this thesis.   

One should distinguish between carrier phase and time delay measurements.  Carrier 

phase measurements refer to measurement of the phase shift the radio frequency carrier 

undergoes as it propagates though the medium.  Carrier phase measurements are used in, for 

example, Doppler- and polarimetric radars.  They operate by sampling the outgoing pulse and 

measuring the phase shift of the return signal with this reference.  This requires a stable time 

base as well as access the RF carrier.  One simply does not have access to the carrier phase in the 

ISM radio modules used in this thesis. 

The second type of ―phase‖ measurement that comes to mind is time-of-flight 

measurements.  Imagine that one sets up a radio link and measure the time-of-flight between the 

transmitter and receiver, rather than path attenuation.  Changes in the intervening medium (for 
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example humidity) will then change to time-of-flight and one can use this to measure 

atmospheric vapor.    This type of measurement does not require access to the radio frequency 

carrier, but rather to the baseband modulation/demodulation signals.  Figure 63 shows the 

possible implementations.  The implementation in the top figure uses an echo server (see Chapter 

II) and the implementation in the bottom figure uses a streaming server.  In both implementations 

the transmitter transmits a low frequency (say 500-Hz) square wave that is then echoed back.  

The received, demodulated signal is delayed by    time-of-flight as well as the latencies of the 

radios: 

                                   

Here     is the latency associates with the transceiver A that initiates a measurement.  

That is, the time it takes to start transmitting after its Tx line is asserted.  The time-of-flight is 

     and receive latency at the echo server is    , while the echo latency is      .  The remaining 

three latencies are at transceiver A when it receives the echo.  Presumably the latencies are 

constant or one can measure quire easily.  One can then lump all the latencies together 

                 

There are a variety of techniques available to measure delays.  A simple and extremely 

effective method for digital signals is a digital phase detector.  Probably the simplex 

implementation consists of an exclusive-or (XOR for short) gate, followed by a simple resistor-

capacitor low-pass filter.    The XOR gate functions as a digital multiplier.  The average value of 

its output is a linear function of the phase difference between its inputs.  The low pass filter 

extracts the average value and an analog value.  One can measure the analog voltage very 

accurately using standard laboratory digital multimeters.  Multimeters with  6.5—7.5 significant 

digits are common place.  Consequently, using a simple XOR gate, capacitor, and resistor (cost ~ 

$1) along with measurement equipment found in most electronics labs, one can make very 

accurate delay measurements. 
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However, there are some real practical implementation issues.  For example, one can 

make the filter’s time constant quite large (several minutes) and remove 60-Hz mains 

interference and other noise.  However, resistors and capacitor drift with time and temperature so 

one cannot make the time constant arbitrary large.  Second, XOR gates have their own inherent  

 

Figure 63  Top is the possible implementation of measuring TOF using a streaming server.  
Latency is a function of the fixed overhead of the radios and   
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delays that differs between parts (but one could calibrate this out) and is temperature-dependent.  

Still, it would seem that one could solve these problems.   

It turns out that the real problem lays with the ISM radio modules. Consider the 

expression for the total delay 

                                   

We discovered experimentally there was a small, but significant, relationship between the 

received signal level (i.e., RSSI) and the receiver latencies, namely      and    . Specifically, 

these latencies increased when the RSSI decreased.  Thus one should write 

                                               

Lumping the other latencies together, this becomes 

                                     

One could ―calibrate out‖        , but                     poses a significant 

problem.  Imaging one set up a link to measure changes in phase rather than amplitude.  One 

would want the phase detector to be insensitive to changes in amplitude.  However, the equation 

shows that the phase detector will respond to purely amplitude fluctuations. 

To understand why the RSSI impacts the latencies, consider how the ISM modules work.  

Generally-speaking several stages of amplifiers take the incoming radio signal from microvolt to 

volt level.   Given the tremendous dynamic range (80 dB or more) of the input signal, radios use 

so-called automatic gain control (AGC) to condition the signal for the detector.   The detector 

demodulates the signal.  Detection techniques depend or the modulation scheme (OOK, ASK, 

FSK).  However, it is important to recognize that at this point, the signal process has been analog 

and the demodulated signal is an analog signal.  The next step is to decide if a ―1‖ or a ―0‖ were 

sent.  That is the analog signal is passed through the threshold-detector for signal above the 

threshold, the receiver outputs a ―1‖, otherwise it outputs a ―0‖.   A little thought will convince 
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the reader that unless the AGC circuit is perfectly linear, there will be small fluctuations in the 

decision.  In other words, the amplitude fluctuations become phase fluctuations. 

Upon closer inspection of the datasheet for Radiotronix receiver model RCR-433 it 

becomes apparent that phase measurements will not work with this model.  The datasheet states 

that the decision time is not linear with RF input levels.  Here the central theme of this thesis, use 

of off-the-shelf modules, restricts this technique. 

Still, the prospect of using time-of-flight measurements are appealing and below I 

describe some (failed) attempts to use time-of-flight measurements.  My aim is to further explore 

this in the future. 

I discuss here continuing work to use TOF measurements made with radio modules to 

perform water height measurements that may find use in application for measuring river stage.  

Briefly, one places a streaming server on the bottom of the river.  Next, one transmits a signal  

 

Figure 64  The figure depicts the concept behind round-trip TOF measurements to estimate river 
stage. A transmitter on the bank transmits on 433-MHz to a streaming server on the 
bottom of the river.  The streaming server echoes back on 315 MHz.  The river stage 
modulates the phase difference between the 433-MHz and 315-MHz signals on the 
bank.  One can easily measure the phase difference and estimate the river stage.   
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from the riverbank to the streaming server, which echoes the signal back on a slightly different 

frequency.  Roughly speaking, the speed of radio waves in water is about 1/9 of the speed of 

light, so the delay between transmission and reception (TOF) is dominated by distance the signal 

travels through the water.  My hypothesis is that by measuring the TOF one can estimate river 

stage, as depicted in Figure 64. 

River Stage Measurement 

When deployed as a stream gauge, pressure transducers can become plugged with debris 

that is washed down steam.  Problems such as environmental fouling and need for atmospheric 

pressure compensation have long plagued pressure transducers.  The USGS uses other 

techniques for measuring stage that have eliminated such problems, but are costly.  I have also 

worked on developing an economical form of remote sensing to measure river stage using ultra 

sonic sensors (Kruger et al. 2009).  The developmental ultra sonic sensor mounts to the sides of 

bridges and measures the air space between sensor and water.  At deployment the distance from 

the sensor to the stream bed is recorded into the sensors memory.  Stage is then calculated by 

subtracting the measured air space from the distance to the steam bed and transmitted back to 

The University of Iowa via cellular communication.  The major drawback to the USGS style of 

stage measurement is cost of implementation.  Objects such as birds and debris on the water’s 

surface can corrupt measurements.  Finally you need something to mount the sensor to above the 

water.  The proposed RF sensor would be completely sealed and impervious to the water.  Debris 

on the water surface or on top of the sensor would only lead to a slight error in measurement 

accuracy not complete loss of data.  Since most debris would have a significantly smaller 

permittivity then water, the error generated by the debris would be small.   

A radio wave takes         to travel 1 m in air and         to travel 1 m in water.  By 

measuring the time of flight of a radio wave one can calculate the distance between two points if 

   of the medium is known.   
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For proof of concept testing, the change in propagation velocity as function of water, 

conductivity was neglected.  One may be able to incorporate compensation for conductivity by 

measuring signal strength along with signal propagation velocity.  For this test, radio wave 

velocity of propagation is dependent on    and    of the medium, ignoring for now the affect of 

conductivity  .  The dielectric permittivity of pure water is a function of water temperature, 

water pressure, the frequency of the radio wave, and water impurities.  Changes in permittivity 

associated with pressure are insignificant for the water level depths that this system will be 

applicable.  One can compensate for changes in permittivity with respect to temperature by 

measuring the temperature of the water, and using established correction formulas.  Additionally, 

unless the antennas of the streaming server are properly-design for operation in water, they will 

be quite inefficient receivers and radiators.  Despite all the losses, previous experiments in this 

thesis have shown that one can achieve a reliable communication link at 315/433-MHz in several 

meters of water, enough to make the technique I am promoting feasible. 

Figure 65 depicts the experimental setup for a feasibility test I performed.  It consists of a 

streaming server, exclusive-or digital phase detector, digital multimeter and a signal generator. 

 

Figure 65  EM waves propagate at ~ 30 ns/m in water.  The delay between received- and 
transmitted pulse trains are              (ns), where    represents the latencies 
of the radios, time-of flight through air, electronics, etc.   
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TOF Measurement 

I measured the TOF delay that the water introduces using an exclusive OR (XOR) gate 

functioning as a digital multiplier.  The output of an XOR gate is high when the inputs are 

different and low when the inputs are the same.  If the inputs to an XOR gate are at the same 

frequency, but differ in phase, the output of the XOR gate will be a square wave at the input 

frequency.  The duty cycle of the output pulses is a function of the TOF.  Low-pass filtering 

recovers the average value.  Figure 66 depicts this.  A low-pass filter extracts the average value, 

resulting in a dc voltage that is a linear function of      .  The phase delay introduced by the 

water is on the order of nanoseconds, and the overhead latencies of a single radio transmitter and 

receiver pair is on the order of 75 microseconds.  The fixed overhead/latency results in a dc 

offset at the phase detector output.   

Experimental Results 

I allowed the filter to stabilize for approximately five minutes before sampling the output 

and averaging for one minute.  The measurements were made at depths of 0.5,1, 2, 2.25, 3, 4, 

4.25, 4.5, 5 and 6 feet below the surface of the water.  At a depth of six feet the sensor was on the 

bottom of the flume.  After a depth of four feet the measured results deviate from the expected 

results.  This may be caused by the wave propagating through the bottom of the tank and 

reflecting to the receiver.  The voltage output began to decrease which equate to a decrease in 

measured water depth as the transmitter approached the bottom of the elevated tank.  The 

measurements at the bottom of the tank were very similar to measurements made just above the 

water’s surface.  Figure 67 shows the filtered phase detector output as a function of the water 

depth along with a linear fit of the data.  The data shown in this figure is only to a depth of four 

feet were the experimental data is valid since a depth of six feet for this experiment was equal to 

a depth of just above the surface of the water. 
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Figure 66  The top panel shows the operation of an XOR gate as a phase detector.  The inputs to 
the XOR gate are square waves at the same frequency   , but not at the same phase.  
The output of the XOR gate is a series of pulses at frequency   , but the duty cycle is 
a function of the phase difference between inputs.  Low-pass filtering the pulses 
extracts the average value, giving an output voltage linear with phase difference, as 
shown in the lower pane.  

 

Figure 67 Results from the phase measurement experiment.  The data suggest that it is possible 
to measure water depth by measuring the TOF.  Unfortunately results were skewed by 
the functionality of very off-shelf modules depicted in the thesis. 
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At first the results looked promising since there was a clear change in output voltage with 

distance.  It was observed that the change in output voltage compared with the change in water 

depth were much higher than would be expected.  By doing some back of the envelope 

calculations, the fixed offset of 75 µs produced a voltage of 1.9 V so a delay of 30 ns (one meter 

of water) should be 750 µV.  For this experiment a change in water depth of one meter produced 

a change in output voltage of about 350 mV.  Since there was no amplification of the output 

voltage there was clearly other factors that added to the phase measurement.   

The explanation for the increase in measurement is in the RF module design.  Upon 

closer inspection of the datasheet for Radiotronix receiver model RCR-433 it becomes apparent 

that phase measurements will not work with this model.  The datasheet states that the decision 

time is not linear with RF input levels.  As stated previously in this document the attenuation of a 

433MHz signal in water is 17.6 dB/m.  What was truly measured for this experiment was the 

attenuation of the RF signal with increasing distance in water.  While this sensor did succeed in 

measuring the depth of the water it didn’t do so by measuring of phase but yet another 

application of using changes in signal strength to infer changes in the medium. 

 Several other RF modules were examined as possible candidates for phase measurements 

incuding Linx TRM-315-LT which used OOK modulation and several FM modules.  To keep 

with the theme of using off the self RF modules, the difficulty now was in making precision 

measurements on the order of nanoseconds with equipment that has precision on the order of 

tens of microseconds.  Since these modules operate at baud rate of less than 9600 bps variations 

on the order of tens of microseconds has no effect on the modules performance. 

The central theme of this thesis is that one can use off-the-shelf radios for alternative 

purposes for applications in hydroscience.  Here the central theme leads to difficulties in using 

such radios in phase measurements.  While the technique seems solid, its implementation is far 

beyond the original planned use of the RF modules.  Future work will consist of finding the 

proper source of RF waves to provide a consistent TOF measurement. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

The central assertion stated in the Introduction and repeated here is as follows.  One can 

use unlicensed and often very inexpensive radios for unconventional communication 

(underwater- and underground) links.  However, one can go further, and use these radios as 

sensors rather than communication links.  The communication links and sensors can have 

important application in hydroscience.  In this thesis, I validated this assertion though a physics-

based argument, engineering considerations, and several field experiments.   

Starting with Maxwell’s equations, I derived the wave equation in a conductive medium.  

I argued that at the frequencies the proposed RF modules operate, one can view freshwater and 

soil as a dielectric medium.  This has important implications for the use of RF modules in 

hydroscience applications.  First, the conduction losses are so small compared to the dielectric 

hysteresis losses that one can ignore Ohmic/conductive coupling between antennas.  Second, one 

can bring to bear results and intuition from radio wave propagation in air.  Third, the following 

simple mathematical model adequately describes the received power: 

   
   

    

  
 

where Pr is the received power, Pt is the power transmitted, R is the distance between transmitter 

and receiver, n is the path loss exponent, and α is the attenuation constant.  The attenuation,    is 

high in water and soil, but it is still possible to get reliable communication over short (up to 2 m) 

distances, using widely-available radios.   

By employing WSN paradigm, it is possible to build RF networks that operate 

underwater and underground.  The application for underwater networks was in routing data 

collected from mussels between the water and air interface.  This is possible since RF waves can 

transverse the boundary between the water and air easier than ultra-sonic and IR.  The collected 

mussel data could provide a better understanding of water quality in our rivers.  The second 
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application was in underground networks for monitoring soil moisture.  Completely self-

contained motes for monitoring soil moisture would eliminate much of the tedious work of 

installing and removal of sensors during field work.  Such networks could be left in year round if 

provisions are made to provide alternative data routing to accommodate changes in soil moisture 

conditions between long RF links.  It was shown that a change in soil moisture modulates the RF 

signal. 

After analyzing the RSSI and soil moisture data collected in the underground network, it 

became clear that one could stop thinking of the RF modules as a form of communication but a 

potentially a sensor.  This revelation lends itself to thinking of these modules as inexpensive 

generators of RF waves at prescribed unlicensed frequencies.  This is a tool that requires little 

expertise to operate and minimal additional equipment.  Additionally, this is a tool that is readily 

available to everyone.  To validate this new line of thinking three experiments were designed to 

test the usefulness of RF modules as sensors used in hydroscience.  The radios allow one to 

easily measure the received power      in 

   
   

    

  
 

through their RSSI interrogation mechanism.  For the sensors in this thesis, the distance 

  between transmitter and receiver remained constant.  The transmit power of the module is 

known and the received power can be measured.  Observed changes in RSSI are related to 

changes in α, and by implication changes in the medium.   

 The first experiment showed that off-the-shelf RF modules operating at 900 MHz could 

be used to monitor soil moisture.  One can relate changes in observed signal strength to changes 

in the amount of water contained in the soil.  The RSSI measurement provides a distributed 

measurement over the entire link.  This new sensor has the potential to fill the gap in the spatial 

resolution between traditional point measurements and remote sensors, such as radiometers. 
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Additionally, the cost is comparable to traditional point measurements, and eliminates the need 

to disturb the area where the measurements are taken.   

 The second example showed the use of cell modem networks in monitoring vegetation 

water content.  This serendipitous experiment showed how the water contained in the vegetation 

modulates the RF signal throughout the plants life cycle.  The presence/absence of vegetation 

influences signal strengths, as shown as shown by the sudden increase in RSSI when the crop 

was harvested.  The results showed that signal strength is inversely proportional to the distance 

the signal propagates through the vegetation.  In addition, the signal strength is also inversely 

proportional to vegetation water content.  From the cell modem RSSI, one can observe long-term 

changes in signal strength data that are similar to the annual changes in the corn.  The relevance 

of this work is that vegetation water content can influence passive microwave remote sensing of 

soil moisture.  Growing up in a region where corn is considered ―king‖, this technique for 

monitoring the state of crop may provide better insight into yearly crop potentials by monitoring 

the amount of water with in the plants.   

 The final experiment stems from the observation of an overriding daily cycle on the long 

term trend seen in the vegetation water content experiment.  The daily cycle of presence/absence 

of dew on the corn plants modulated the RF signal.  This experiment validated the use of RF 

modules in making leaf wetness measurements.  The RSSI showed a direct connection to the 

amount of dew on the plant.  As with all the RSSI monitoring techniques mentioned, the 

measurement offers a distributed measurement over the entire link.  While traditional leaf 

wetness sensors merely model a plant’s leaf, the RSSI measurements offered a true look at the 

amount of water that is within the RF link.  This technique may also help in eliminating some of 

the uncertainty in passive microwave remote sensing of soil moisture.  Since the presence of 

vegetation and more over the dew on the vegetation can affect remote soil moisture 

measurements made by satellites. 
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 This thesis served to validate the use of inexpensive unlicensed RF modules as more than 

just communication links through air, but as links in unconventional media and more importantly 

as measurement instruments. 
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